OUR GUARANTEE

You must be satisfied with any item purchased from this catalog or return it within 60 days for a full refund. No questions asked.

All items are new, and all books are hardbound unless marked otherwise. Shipment is normally within 48 hours. Some items may be temporarily out of stock, in which case a second shipment will be made, normally in 14 days, but in no case later than 60 days. Most items are in limited supply and at these prices may sell out fast. If any item is sold out your money will be refunded by bank check.
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Mysteries & Whodunits


3809676 GUILTY NOT GUILTY. By Felix Francis. As Bill sets out to clear his name in the murder of his much-loved wife, he finds that proving one's innocence isn't easy. He believes he can track down the true culprit, but can he prove it before he becomes the murderer's next victim? 407 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

3972151 SHUNNING SARAH. By Julie Kramer. When Riley hears that a young boy is trapped in a sinkhole located in the peaceful Amish farm country outside Minneapolis, her reporter's nose catches the scent of a career-boosting TV sweeps piece. But not even Riley realizes just how big the story actually is. 350 pages. Prequel. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

3970272 ELLERY QUEEN’S JAPANESE MYSTERY STORIES. The twelve suspenseful stories in this collection will lead you through an exciting series of dramatic situations, and unexpected turns. Written by an impressive group of award-winning Japanese authors, each story features an unusual crime and a complex set of clues. 287 pages. English. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95


380254X THE DEVIL’S INNER. By W.B. Gibson & T. Tinsley writing as M. Grant. The Shadow and his cabby Shrewly drive evil off the road of crime in these two thrillers from the golden age of pulp fiction, originally published in 1940. Illus. 128 pages. Sanctum. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95


389878X AFTER SHE’S GONE. By Camilla Grebe. Brought together by a brutal murder, a neurotic probation officer and a teenage boy with a fiercely guarded secret, become unhinging and unlikely partners in a race to stop a killer from striking again. 375 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $8.95 $5.95

3809749 A SPEL MURDER. By Clea Simon. Becca wants to believe she has psychic powers. With nothing but time, she’s studying to become a witch. What she doesn’t know is that her powers will be the reason- Maybe that’s why Trent, the coven’s handsome leader shows her special attention, and why Suzanne, a coven member, shares a secret that may lead to murder. 294 pages. Polis Books. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95


3803988 THE AVENGER #8: House of Death/The Hate Master/A Coffin for The Avenger! By P. Ernst & E. Tepperman writing as K. Robeson. With his Justice, Inc. team, the man of steel—The Avenger—wages war against super-criminal in these three classic pulp thrillers, originally published in 1941. Illus. 128 pages. Sanctum. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95


38870154 MALICE AFORETHOUGHT. By Francis Iles. Dr. Bickleigh and his insufferable wife Julia are hosting a tennis party where gossip rivals tennis as the most interesting sport. The seemingly gentle doctor is unable to tolerate Julia’s hempen-necking any longer and throws on the mysterious Madeleine grows, so does his scheme to murder his wife. This collector’s edition includes gilt-edged pages and a silk ribbon bookmark. 320 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $12.99 $9.95

398891 NO DEATH IN WHITE PYJAMAS/DEATH KNOWS NO CALENDAR. By John Bude. Novels. In Death in White Pyjamas, a theater owner, a slightly sinister producer, a playwright, and a cast of ego-driven actors have gathered at a country home to read through a promising script and before long one is dead. In Death knows No Calendar, investigating a deadly shooting in a locked artist’s studio. Malice at the end of the day. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

4687958 THE FALLEN ARCHITECT. By Charles Belfour. When the Britannia Theater’s balcony collapses, killing more than a dozen people, the architect who should have made it safer, should have done something. Douglas knows the flaw wasn’t in his design, but must serve prison time nonetheless. When he is released he begins to dig into the past to find the real cause of the collapse—and who was behind it. 322 pages. Sourcebooks. Pub. at $25.95 $5.95

4686346 ALL THE BEST LIES. By Joanna Schaffhausen. When a decades-old mystery threatens to consume the man who saved her life, this Yugoslavian actress help in unearth long-buried secrets that place both in a killer’s sights. 322 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

3736903 MURDER BY AN ARISTOCRAT. By Mignon G. Eberhart. When the wealthy lord of the Manor of the Feathers estate to care for a man with a bullet in his shoulder, she’s told that he shot himself accidentally. But when the convalescing man is murdered soon thereafter, it becomes clear that this was no accident and that the culprit is not being killed the first time around. But the price of this knowledge may cost Sarah her life. Originally published in 1932. 262 pages. Braziller. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95 $10.95


See more titles at erhbc.com/838
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THE BLACK BAT #8: The White Witch/The Black Bat's Summons</td>
<td>By Norman Daniels writing as G.W. Jones. Re-introducing the cowardly crime-buster, D.A. Tony Quinn, whose career paralleled Batman's and inspired the origin of Two-Face in two classic pulp thrillers, originally published in 1941. Illus. 128 pages.</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE BLACK BAT #7: The Black Bat and the Red Menace/The Black Bat's Judgment</td>
<td>By Norman Daniels writing as G.W. Jones. Re-introducing the cowardly crime-buster, D.A. Tony Quinn, whose career paralleled Batman's and inspired the origin of Two-Face in two classic pulp thrillers, originally published in 1941. Illus. 128 pages.</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE BLACK BAT #6: Markets of Treason/The Black Bat's Triumph</td>
<td>By Norman Daniels writing as G.W. Jones. Re-introducing the cowardly crime-buster, D.A. Tony Quinn, whose career paralleled Batman's and inspired the origin of Two-Face in two classic pulp thrillers, originally published in 1941. Illus. 128 pages.</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE BLACK BAT #5: The Voice of Doom/The Black Bat's Invisible Enemy</td>
<td>By Norman Daniels writing as G.W. Jones. Re-introducing the cowardly crime-buster, D.A. Tony Quinn, whose career paralleled Batman's and inspired the origin of Two-Face in two classic pulp thrillers, originally published in 1941. Illus. 128 pages.</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE BLACK BAT #4: Captains of Crime/Black Bat's Spymail</td>
<td>By Norman Daniels writing as G.W. Jones. Re-introducing the cowardly crime-buster, D.A. Tony Quinn, whose career paralleled Batman's and inspired the origin of Two-Face in two classic pulp thrillers, originally published in 1940. Illus. 128 pages.</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE BLACK BAT #3: The Black Bat Strikes Again/Black Bat's Caper</td>
<td>By Norman Daniels writing as G.W. Jones. Re-introducing the cowardly crime-buster, D.A. Tony Quinn, whose career paralleled Batman's and inspired the origin of Two-Face in two classic pulp thrillers, originally published in 1940. Illus. 128 pages.</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE REQUEST</td>
<td>By David Bell. When Ryan Francis agrees--by blackmail--to do a favor for a friend, he gets more than he bargained for as he becomes embroiled in a woman's murder. Determined to keep his life intact and to clear his name, Ryan must find the real murderer. 404 pages.</td>
<td>404</td>
<td>Berkeley</td>
<td>$16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE EXPERIENCES OF LOVEDAY BROOKE, LADY DETECTIVE.</td>
<td>By C.H. Hapgood. This is a collection of works originally published in 1894. Meet the indomitable lady detective Loveday Brooke: able to assume a multitude of disguises and personas, Loveday is the equal of the great Sherlock Holmes, she masters every baffling situation and solves each in these seven mysteries. 213 pages. Dover.</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$4.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOC SAVAGE #11: Cold Death/The South Pole Terror.</td>
<td>By L. Donovan &amp; L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. Since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has no one ever been known to travel with the 500 miles from MacArthur Bay, W. Clark, W. Clark than Clark See. For yourself in these two thrilling pulp classics originally published in 1936. Illus. 128 pages. Nostalgia Ventures.</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOC SAVAGE #10: Dust of Death/The Man, by H.A. Davis &amp; L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. After a daring experiment, Clark Savage was transmuted into the Herculean Man of Bronze and this invincible superman roves the world battling threats in these two heart-pounding pulp classics originally published in 1934. Illus. 128 pages. Nostalgia Ventures.</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOC SAVAGE #9: The Wilder Curse/Midnight Murder.</td>
<td>By L. Dent &amp; L. Dent writing as K. Robeson. After a daring experiment, Clark Savage was transmuted into the Herculean Man of Bronze and this invincible superman roves the world battling threats in these two heart-pounding pulp classics originally published in 1934. Illus. 128 pages. Nostalgia Ventures.</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE AVENGER #12: The Wilder Curse/Midnight Murder.</td>
<td>By Paul Ernst writing as K. Robeson. With his Justice, Inc. team, the Avenger wages war against supercriminals in two pulse-pounding action thriller, originally published in 1942. Illus. 112 pages. Paperbound.</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE AVENGER #6: The River of Ice/The Flame Breathers.</td>
<td>By Paul Ernst writing as K. Robeson. With his Justice, Inc. team, the Man of Steel--The Avenger--wages war against super-criminal in two classic pulp thrillers, originally published in 1939. Illus. 128 pages. Paperbound.</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE PARIS MYSTERIES.</td>
<td>By John A. Palermo. Features three macabre and confounding mysteries that have enthralled the whole of Paris and baffled the city’s police. The stage is set when a French lawyer finds a note in a man's pocket that contains the first part of a message, a list of names and dates.</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>Moorow</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE MURDERS IN THE RUE MORGUE; THE MYSTERY OF MARIE ROGET; THE PURLOINED LETTER.</td>
<td>By Edgar Allan Poe. Features three puzzles and confounding mysteries that have enthralled the whole of Paris and baffled the city’s police. The stage is set when a French lawyer finds a note in a man's pocket that contains the first part of a message, a list of names and dates.</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>Moorow</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE MYSTERY OF MARIE ROGET; THE PURLOINED LETTER.</td>
<td>By Edgar Allan Poe. Features three mysteries and confounding mysteries that have enthralled the whole of Paris and baffled the city’s police. The stage is set when a French lawyer finds a note in a man's pocket that contains the first part of a message, a list of names and dates.</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>Moorow</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Titles marked with an asterisk (*) are available as e-books.*
4679348 THE LOST MAN. By Jane Harper. Brothers Nathan and Bob meet for the first time in modern history, on the解决性 ranches where their cattle ranches. Their third brother, Cameron, lies dead at their feet. Something made Cameron head out alone under the unrelenting sun. But if some questions remain unanswered for years, the isolation of the outbreak leaves several suspects—and all are known to the surviving brothers. 328 pages. Flatiron. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

★ 3941248 SETTLING SCORES: Sporting Mysteries. Ed. by Martin Edwards. From the squash court to the golf links, the cricket field, and beyond, the high society of mystery fiction, originally published in 1938, is featured here. The Knight of the cricket square—no court, grounds, stadium, or stand is safe from skullduggery in these fifteen short stories. 318 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ 3941221 AN EXQUISITE CORPSPE. By Henry A. Harrison. When the acclaimed Cuban painter Wilfredo Lam turns up dead in his Greenwich Village studio, officers Juanita Diaz and Brian Fitzgerald of the NYPD must investigate. Wilfredo’s death is much more gruesome than they ever could have imagined. 310 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

LIMITED QUANTITY 3893006 A N UNEXPECTED GUEST. By Shari Lapena. LARGE PRINT EDITION. It’s the perfect winter weekend get-away: Mitchell’s Inn in the Catskills. So when a blizzard cuts off the electricity, the guests settle in and try to make the best of it. Soon, though, one of the guests turns up dead, and then a second guest dies. Now the others begin to panic, and hunker down and hope they can survive the storm—and one another. 492 pages. Random. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.00 $16.95

2978083 SEEING RED. By Sandra Brown. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Kerr Barry, a TV journalist, is hot on the trail of a story guaranteed to launch her career: an interview with Major Trapper, a renegade hero. Kerr will do anything to get an exclusive with The Major, even if she has to go through his ill-mannered and volatile son, former ATF agent John Trapper. 585 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $29.00 $5.95

4650000X IN HER BONES. By Kate Moretti. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Fifteen years ago Lilith Wade was arrested for the brutal murder of six people. When the case is re-opened, the evidence is weak and the frenzied, and the release of an unauthorized biography, her 30 year old daughter Edie is just trying to survive. When she finds herself the suspect in a murder, Edie must get to the truth before she becomes the murderer’s next victim! 374 pages. Fuhman. Pub. at $27.00 $19.95


★ 3994708 THE HOUND OF JUSTICE. By Claire O’Dell. After an out-of-control faction called the Brotherhood launches a failed assassination attempt on the president that causes mass destruction, Sara Holmes, who is now operating in extremis factio called the Brotherhood of Redemption. 326 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $12.95

★ 3675581 A STAND IN HONOR. By Claire O’Dell. While Dr. Janet Watson was treating broken soldiers on the battlefields of the New Civil War, a sniper’s bullet shattered her arm and ended her career. Uncertain of the future, she meets Sara Holmes, who is not only challenging, but also a brilliant and yet playfully challenging covert agent who offers the doctor a place to stay. Joining forces, Watson and Holmes embark on a thrilling investigation to solve a mystery. 293 pages. Harper. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

★ 3964817 RIP CREW. By Sebastian Rotella. Valentine Pescatore doesn’t always follow the rules, but his skills are prized by those who know him as a relentless investigator. Once out of prison, he's got fire to look into the massacre of a group of migrant women, his orders are to keep his movements covert. 322 pages. Mulholland. Pub. at $27.00 $9.95

★ 3969247 THE EIGHTH DETECTIVE. By Alex Presas. Grant McAllister, a professor of mathematics, once sat down and worked all the rules out for writing murder mysteries, and wrote seven perfect detective stories to demonstrate his theories. However, he has left his books and wishes to republish his book, and together they must revisit those old stories. But there's nothing that don't add up, and Julia thinks they may be clues. 289 pages. Holt. Pub. at $26.99 $19.95


See more titles at erhbc.com/838


3805115 DOC SAVAGE #49: The Terror in the Navy/Waves of Death. By Lester Dent writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has mankind known greater crusaders than the Band of Iron and Doc Savage, fighting evil in these two spine-tingling pulp classics originally published in 1936. Illus. 128 pages. Nostalgia Ventures. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

3805441 DOC SAVAGE #7: The Lost Oasis/The Sargasso Ogre. By Lester Dent writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has mankind known greater crusaders than the Band of Iron and Doc Savage, fighting evil in these two spine-tingling pulp classics originally published in 1935. Illus. 128 pages. Nostalgia Ventures. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

3804852 DOC SAVAGE #22: Mystery Under the Sea/The Red Terrors. By Lester Dent writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has mankind known greater crusaders than the Band of Iron and Doc Savage, fighting evil in these two spine-tingling pulp classics originally published in 1936. Illus. 128 pages. Nostalgia Ventures. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

380481X DOC SAVAGE #18: The Monsters/The Whisker of Hercules. By Lester Dent writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has mankind known greater crusaders than Doc Savage fighting crime in these two thrillers from the golden age of pulp fiction, originally published in 1934. Illus. 128 pages. Nostalgia Ventures. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

3805007 DOC SAVAGE #35: Spook Hole/Three Times a Conjuror. By Lester Dent writing as K. Robeson. Not since the days of King Arthur and Robin Hood has mankind known greater crusaders for justice than Doc Savage fighting crime in these two thrilling classics from the golden age of pulp fiction, originally published in 1935. Illus. 128 pages. Sanctum. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author/Editors</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THE WHISPERER #5: The School for Murder/Murder on the Line.</td>
<td>By Laurence Donovan writing as C. Gobron.</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>Nostalgia Ventures</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOC SAVAGE #39: They Died Twice/Island Island.</td>
<td>By Lester Dent writing as K. Robeson.</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Sanctum</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAVAGE #35: Meteor Menace/The Ten Ton Snakes.</td>
<td>By Walter B. Gibson writing as M. Grant.</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Sanctum</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOC SAVAGE #69: The Munitions Master/The Flaming Falcons.</td>
<td>By Walter B. Gibson writing as M. Grant.</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Sanctum</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAVAGE #30: Quest of the Spider/Stone of Death.</td>
<td>By Walter B. Gibson writing as M. Grant.</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Sanctum</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAVAGE #17: The Czar of Fear/World’s Fair.</td>
<td>By Walter B. Gibson writing as M. Grant.</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Sanctum</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE AVENGER #3: The Frosted Death/The Glass Valley/Let’s Kill Ames.</td>
<td>By Peter Swanson.</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Sanctum</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAVAGE #19: Voodoo Trail/Death’s Harlequin.</td>
<td>By Walter B. Gibson writing as M. Grant.</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Sanctum</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MURDER ON CE REMOVED.</td>
<td>By Paul Ernst writing as K. Robeson.</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Sanctum</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE RED HEART PEARLS/BLACK MOUNTAIN.</td>
<td>By Walter B. Gibson writing as M. Grant.</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Sanctum</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE SHADOW #102: Crime Caravan/King of the Black Market.</td>
<td>By Walter B. Gibson writing as M. Grant.</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Sanctum</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE SHADOW #128: Shaded Millionss/No Safety in Numbers.</td>
<td>By Walter B. Gibson writing as M. Grant.</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Sanctum</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE SHADOW #31: The Dark Death/House of Shadows.</td>
<td>By Walter B. Gibson writing as M. Grant.</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Sanctum</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE SPIDER #14: Wings of the Black Virgin.</td>
<td>By Norvell W. Page writing as G. Stockbridge.</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Paperbound</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOCTOR DOLLAR #10: The Serpent/Snow in Peril in the North.</td>
<td>By Lester Dent writing as K. Robeson.</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Sanctum</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE SLANDERER #2: The Red Heart of the Blacksmith.</td>
<td>By Walter B. Gibson writing as M. Grant.</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Sanctum</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE FROSTED DEATH #6: Bells of Doom/The Murdering Ghost.</td>
<td>By Walter B. Gibson writing as M. Grant.</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Sanctum</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOC SAVAGE #8: The Sea Magician/Living Fire Mountain.</td>
<td>By L. Dent &amp; H.A. Davis writing as K. Robeson.</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Nostalgia Ventures</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE CROSSING.</td>
<td>By Michael Connelly.</td>
<td>498</td>
<td>Grand Central</td>
<td>$21.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOC SAVAGE #11: Dark Scarf/Daylight.</td>
<td>By Laurence Donovan writing as W. Brooker.</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Sanctum</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOC SAVAGE #33: Land of Long JuJu/Se-Par-Poo.</td>
<td>By Walter B. Gibson writing as M. Grant.</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Sanctum</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE SHADOW #14: The Red Pearl/Pearl of the Red Pearl.</td>
<td>By Walter B. Gibson writing as M. Grant.</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Sanctum</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE AVENGER #16: The Accursed Castle/Beyond The Line.</td>
<td>By Peter Swanson.</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Sanctum</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOC SAVAGE #34: The Black Bat Crusade/The Black Bat’s Flame Trail.</td>
<td>By N. Daniels &amp; N.W. Page writing as G. Stockbridge.</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Sanctum</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOC SAVAGE #35: The Complete Rebus Short Stories.</td>
<td>By Norvell W. Page writing as G. Stockbridge.</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Sanctum</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOC SAVAGE #36: The Black Bat #4: The Black Bat’s Crusade/The Black Bat’s Flame Trail.</td>
<td>By N. Daniels &amp; N.W. Page writing as G. Stockbridge.</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Sanctum</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE WHISPERER #14: The Black Cat of Chop Suey/The Black Cat’s Circus.</td>
<td>By Norvell W. Page writing as G. Stockbridge.</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Sanctum</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOC SAVAGE #37: The Flame Master/Green Globes of Death.</td>
<td>By Norvell W. Page writing as G. Stockbridge.</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Sanctum</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOC SAVAGE #38: The Mad Horde/Slaves of the Laughing Death.</td>
<td>By Norvell W. Page writing as G. Stockbridge.</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Sanctum</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOC SAVAGE #39: The Complete Rebus Short Stories.</td>
<td>By Norvell W. Page writing as G. Stockbridge.</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Sanctum</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOC SAVAGE #40: The Black Bat #5: The Black Bat’s Crusade/The Black Bat’s Flame Trail.</td>
<td>By N. Daniels &amp; N.W. Page writing as G. Stockbridge.</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Sanctum</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOC SAVAGE #41: The Complete Rebus Short Stories.</td>
<td>By Norvell W. Page writing as G. Stockbridge.</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Sanctum</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOC SAVAGE #42: The Black Bat #6: The Black Bat’s Crusade/The Black Bat’s Flame Trail.</td>
<td>By N. Daniels &amp; N.W. Page writing as G. Stockbridge.</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Sanctum</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOC SAVAGE #43: The Complete Rebus Short Stories.</td>
<td>By Norvell W. Page writing as G. Stockbridge.</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Sanctum</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOC SAVAGE #44: The Complete Rebus Short Stories.</td>
<td>By Norvell W. Page writing as G. Stockbridge.</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Sanctum</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOC SAVAGE #45: The Complete Rebus Short Stories.</td>
<td>By Norvell W. Page writing as G. Stockbridge.</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Sanctum</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOC SAVAGE #46: The Complete Rebus Short Stories.</td>
<td>By Norvell W. Page writing as G. Stockbridge.</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Sanctum</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOC SAVAGE #47: The Complete Rebus Short Stories.</td>
<td>By Norvell W. Page writing as G. Stockbridge.</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Sanctum</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOC SAVAGE #48: The Complete Rebus Short Stories.</td>
<td>By Norvell W. Page writing as G. Stockbridge.</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Sanctum</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOC SAVAGE #49: The Complete Rebus Short Stories.</td>
<td>By Norvell W. Page writing as G. Stockbridge.</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Sanctum</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Hardboiled Detectives & Private Eyes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author/Editors</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THE WHISPERER #5: The School for Murder/Murder on the Line.</td>
<td>By Laurence Donovan writing as C. Gobron.</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>Nostalgia Ventures</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOC SAVAGE #39: They Died Twice/Island Island.</td>
<td>By Lester Dent writing as K. Robeson.</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Sanctum</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAVAGE #35: Meteor Menace/The Ten Ton Snakes.</td>
<td>By Walter B. Gibson writing as M. Grant.</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Sanctum</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOC SAVAGE #69: The Munitions Master/The King of Terror.</td>
<td>By H.A. Davis &amp; L. Dent writing as K. Robeson.</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>Sanctum</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAVAGE #30: Quest of the Spider/Stone of Death.</td>
<td>By Walter B. Gibson writing as M. Grant.</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Sanctum</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE SHADOW #102: Crime Caravan/King of the Black Market.</td>
<td>By Walter B. Gibson writing as M. Grant.</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>Sanctum</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE SHADOW #128: Shaded Millionss/No Safety in Numbers.</td>
<td>By Walter B. Gibson writing as M. Grant.</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>Sanctum</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE SHADOW #31: The Dark Death/House of Shadows.</td>
<td>By Walter B. Gibson writing as M. Grant.</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>Sanctum</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE CROSSING.</td>
<td>By Michael Connelly.</td>
<td>498</td>
<td>Grand Central</td>
<td>$21.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller**
find the murderer.

**398493** IN A MIDWIND. By Ellen Hart. Missing private investigator Jane Lawless is headed out on a little get-away and is planning a visit with her old friend Emma in her hometown of Castle Lake. When an old classmate’s remains are discovered in someone’s backyard, the investigate... [next page]

**398712** A WHISPER OF BONES. By Ellen Hart. Britt Ickles hires private investigator Jane Lawless and is determined to figure out what really happened to Britt’s cousin Timmy. When a fire in the Ickles’ garage leads to the discovery of buried treasure, the probe... [next page]

**418939** LOOK FOR ME. By James Patterson. 293 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $26.99

**3852035** HINDSIGHT. By Iris & Roy Johansen. Investigator Kendra Michaels, whose blindness has left her with only the occasional observation skills, can’t use her... [next page]

**3866010** THE MEDICAL EXAMINER. Book Shots. By James Patterson with M. Paetoe. 125 pages. Paperback. At $9.95


**3839214** THE GLASS ROOM. By Amy Coldham. 373 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99

**3816834** SUNRISE HIGHWAY. By Peter Blauner. The relentless Lourdes Robles, a young Latina NYPD detective, is stalked from one duty to the next. Her... [next page]
Amateur Sleuths

6892507 SUNSHINE BEACH. By Wendy Wax. After losing their life savings, three women band together to renovate a dilapidated seashore hotel, and they plan to film the renovation for a television show. What could go wrong? Everything! And when their renovation uncovers a decades-old murder, their lives might come tumbling down again. 420 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $3.95

3893658 COOKIES AND CLAIRVOYANCE. By Bailey Cates. Hodgepodge Kate Lightfoot is juggling wedding preparations with the home renovations on top of her long hours at the Honeybee Bakery. But when her fiance’s coworker Randy is accused of murdering a collector of rare books, Kate will have to work with ornery detective Peter Quinn to prove Randy is innocent. 312 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

3864472 THE LOCH NESS PAPERS. By Paige Shelton. As DelaneyNichols searches for a new minister to perform her wedding, she stumbles across Norval Fraser, an elderly man obsessed with the Loch Ness monster. Always attracted to the interesting and unusual, Delaney can’t help but investigate. But when his nephew is found dead, and Norval becomes the suspect, Delaney gets to work to uncover the truth. 323 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

3690366 THE SCENT OF MURDER. By Anne Stuart. Jacky receives a call from Luther, a cadaver dog in training, is stunned when Luther signals a find. Jacky sees the body of a young woman who was a former student of hers. And when the detective assigned to oversee the case is an old lover, Jacky finds herself obsessed with learning the truth. 309 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99 $9.95

3909328 SUGAR AND VICE. By Eve Calder. A skeleton is discovered in the backyard of the most popular haunt in town, the number one suspect being Koko’s newest boyfriend, Max. But could the real killer belong to Sir George Bly, the legendary pirate, or is something more sinister afoot? This time, Kate will need every trick in her recipe book to help Max find the truth before the last of the cooks come to crumble. 310 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

398831 MURDER WITH A CHERRY ON TOP. By Cynthia Baxter. Kate McKay should be thrilled about opening Lickety Split Ice Cream Shoppe, but she wants to make her guests happy when she learns that her childhood friend, Ashley, is selling frozen treats in the bakery across the street. But when Ashley turns up dead, Kate is determined to make sure her old friend gets justice. 247 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

3923118 KILLER CHARDONNAY. By Kate Lansing. Parker Valentine has always dreamed of opening her own winery in her hometown of Boulder, Colorado. But she gets more than she bargained for when a food and wine critic unexpectedly shows up at Vino Valentine on opening day—and promptly dies after drinking her chardonnay. Now she needs to catch a killer quick in order to restore her reputation. 250 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

3970043 A TALE OF TWO MURDERS. By Heather Redmond. In the winter of 1835, young Charles Dickens is a journalist on the rise at the Evening Chronicle. Invited to dinner at the estate of the newspaper’s co-editor, Charles is taken by his hosts’ daughter, Kate. When their neighbor, murder victim, and Kate feel compelled to investigate, but he and Kate may be in for “the worst of times.” 338 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00 $4.95

3799956 MURDER WITH CHERRY TARTS. By Karen Robards. Pinkie Flannery’s father’s wedding is coming up and she needs to keep Daisy Swanson busy, but she can’t help investigating when her employee Karina has been seen hanging out in a rundown part of Willow Creek. Tunnels out she’s been helping a food and wine critic with a foodie cocktail goes up, but there’s nothing karina can do about it. 293 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

3797206 MURDER WITH CABBAGE. By Barbados. By Allyson J. Abbott. Bar owner Mackenzie “Mack” Dillton and her barstool detectives investigate the murder of a Missing Persons Bureau instructor. When Mack discovers the victim, she is shocked to find her fingerprints on the gun. As Mack delves into the case, she uncovers shocking revelations and fears this could be her final round. 357 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

2958814 LAST CALL. By Allyson K. Abbott. Bar owner Mackenzie “Mack” Dillton and her barstool detectives investigate the murder of a Missing Persons Bureau instructor. When Mack discovers the victim, she is shocked to find her fingerprints on the gun. As Mack delves into the case, she uncovers shocking revelations and fears this could be her final round. 357 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

2991115 TERROR IN TUFFETA. By Maria Cooper. Wedding planner Kelsey McKenna is hours away from wrapping up her latest job when one of the bridesmaids collapses into a floral arrangement. But she hasn’t fainted—she’s dead. When the bride’s sister is arrested for murder, Kelsey has no choice but to find the truth. 278 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

3922529 DEATH BY AUCTION. By Alexis Midgley. When the fact that Tripp was married and wondering what his ex, Valerie, is suddenly doing in town, Abby goes looking to pay the auctioneer’s enmity. A Christmas Carol. When the famous actor who played Scrooge and is known for his personal dramas off stage comes to town, it seems his enemies are close behind. Now it’s up to Meg to solve a murder in his honor. After the curtain comes down, and the killer takes flight. 282 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

3773785 MULCH ADO ABOUT MURDER. By Megan Miranda. Shamed Boston reporter Leyna. Darcy must sort through vengeful grudges and면서인 decoration for the Wicked Mad Dash. Darcy is more than willing to help her friend. When Abby goes missing on the morning of the race, Darcy searches for answers in the house they share, to find her friend ever existed at all. 337 pages. S&S. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00 $4.95

3996743 A WITCH TO REMEMBER. By Donna Andrews. Meg’s latest job when one of the bridesmaids collapses into a floral arrangement. But she hasn’t fainted—she’s dead. When the bride’s sister is arrested for murder, Kelsey has no choice but to find the truth. 278 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

3953651 TERMS OF ENDEAVOR. By Donna Andrews. Meg Langslow is on a cruise ship in the Caribbean when her grandnephew on a cruise ship vacation dedicated to lectures on birds and other environmental topics. But Meg’s vacation quickly becomes a nightmare when the ship breaks down in the Bermuda Triangle. And if that’s not enough, a down on his luck author needs her grandnephew in order to get his book in the hands of the publisher. 338 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

3996107 HOW THE FINCH STOLE CHRISTMAS. By Donna Andrews. Meg Langslow is trying to be supportive of her husband’s new grandnephew on a cruise ship vacation dedicated to lectures on birds and other environmental topics. But Meg’s vacation quickly becomes a nightmare when the ship breaks down in the Bermuda Triangle. And if that’s not enough, a down on his luck author needs her grandnephew in order to get his book in the hands of the publisher. 338 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

3996107 HOW THE FINCH STOLE CHRISTMAS. By Donna Andrews. Meg Langslow is trying to be supportive of her husband’s new grandnephew on a cruise ship vacation dedicated to lectures on birds and other environmental topics. But Meg’s vacation quickly becomes a nightmare when the ship breaks down in the Bermuda Triangle. And if that’s not enough, a down on his luck author needs her grandnephew in order to get his book in the hands of the publisher. 338 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

3959853 KILLER CRUST. By Chris Cavender. Eleanor isn’t amused when Laughing Luigi—the sketchy frozen pizza dough baron—asks her to cater his pizza-making contest seems made to order, especially with $25,000 in prize money up for grabs. But when the pizza king is murdered on her premises, Eleanor has to act quickly before the killer strikes again. 294 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95
See more titles at erhbc.com/838
**Amateur Sleuths**

3969775 **READ HERRING HUNT.** By V.M. Burns. Dawson-Alexander. MUSQ quartet is a luf on a foggy New England coast. When a woman is found dead, her brother is suspected. Can the quartet help solve the case? 278 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $19.95.

3800160 **SCARLET FEVER.** By Rita Mae Brown. Frigid February air has settled on the shores of Lake Michigan is cozying up to a good mystery—but she never expected to be caught in the middle of one. When she discovers a man with no name is, in fact, her rescuer. 409 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $37.99.

3949463 **A FATAL FICTION.** By Kaylin Drinkwater. Detective Hiroshi Tanaka is on the trail of a dangerous criminal as elusive as the Loch Ness Monster. Unless Liss can soon track down a murderer, she may be the next in line. 350 pages. Barbour. Pub. at $14.99.

3955311 **LINEAGE MOST LETHAL.** By S.C. Fink. With a Secret Allied mission, old grievances, and traitors hiding behind every corner, genealogist Lucy Lancaster must use her research skills to trace a secret list’s WWII research. As her husband’s budding romance, her livelihood—and her life—278 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00.

4650301 **THIRD HERRINGS.** By Lea Vait. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Tagging along to a late night party, Jane is plunged into the underbelly of the resort town. When contraversial mask-maker Jaeger is revealed, and the FBI closes in, she finds herself held captive. As her husband’s deployment is revealed, and the FBI closes in on her captor, she begins to wonder if the man with no name is, in fact, her rescuer. 409 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $37.99.

3980593 **PURPLE VRACHT.** By Julie Anne Lindsey. Skillful and her aunt Agatha start sleuthing with the help of Hildy's book shop. They rush inside to find Devon collapsed on the floor. The police, culinary challenged Sarah, needs to uncover the truth. 274 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $28.00.

**Cat Detectives**

3800161 **AUNT DIMITY & THE BURIED TREASURE.** By Maggie Blackbourn. Returning to Brigado’s Island, NC, for the summer, the MacCrimmon’s have settled into the bones of the Blue Ridge Mountains, making them more than a little cozy, even though “Sister” Jane Arnold’s enthusiasm is not so easily deterred. But member Harry Dunbar is found with his skull cracked at the bottom of the stairs. Sister and her hounds set out to uncover the truth. 330 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $15.95.

3293183 **THREAD AND BURIED.** By Mary Roberts Rinehart. Kathleen and her cats Owen and Hercules are employed by the Inn, isn’t just sleeping off a road in North Carolina. By the time her husband reports her missing, the trail has grown cold. She regains consciousness and finds herself held captive. As her husband’s deployment is revealed, and the FBI closes in on her captor, she begins to wonder if the man with no name is, in fact, her rescuer. 409 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $37.99.

3844037 **SLIPPERY PIGEONS.** By Kristin Kladstrup. With a Secret Allied mission, old grievances, and traitors hiding behind every corner, genealogist Lucy Lancaster must use her research skills to trace a secret list’s WWII research. As her husband’s budding romance, her livelihood—and her life—278 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00.


**Limited Quantities Sold Out**

4668944 **CURSES ARE FOR CADS.** By Tara Berri. Just as lake medium Eleanor Winterson’s friend’s brother is murdered, he’s the prime suspect after his wife, a fellow Needlepointer, Angie Curtis impulsively bids on a tattered embroidery of a coat of arms. When she subsequently receives death threats because of it, she realizes she has to uncover the truth. 304 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $18.95.


2976838 **SHOES TO DIE FOR.** By Laura Levine. 271 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $7.99. SOLD OUT


3844037 **SLIPPERY PIGEONS.** By Kristin Kladstrup. With a Secret Allied mission, old grievances, and traitors hiding behind every corner, genealogist Lucy Lancaster must use her research skills to trace a secret list’s WWII research. As her husband’s budding romance, her livelihood—and her life—278 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00.


See more titles at erhbc.com/838
**Missing Person Mysteries**

3977005 **HIGH HEAT.** By Richard Castle. A shocking video of a beaching of a journalist has the New York Police Department Precinct by a New York City group claiming fidelity to ISIS. It's just another case for Captain Nikki Heat, until they reveal their next target: Heat's husband, District Attorney, Jameson Rook. 296 pages. Kingswell. Pub. at $26.99  

★ 3935442 **VANISHING GIRLS.** By Lisa Regan. When Isabelle Coleman goes missing, everyone from the small town of Denton joins the search. They can find no trace of the woman’s darling, but Detective Jose Diaz believes she is still very much alive, and even though he cannot prove it, he is determined to find her. 344 pages.  

3867110 **WHISTLE IN THE DARK.** By Emma Healey. Jen Maddox has just survived her ex-husband’s worst nightmare. Her fifteen year old daughter, Lena, has been found bloodied and bruises after four days of being missing. Lena won’t tell anyone what happened to her, and she is distant, hostile, and acting strangely. Jen is sure the answer lies in those missing four days, and she has to do something. 330 pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.99  

3944633 **TRUTH STAINED LIES.** By Tarry Blackstock. When Cathy Cranmer’s brother is framed for the murder of his wife, Cathy and her two sisters, Holly and Janet, pull out all the stops and don’t rest until he’s set free.  

3907309 **THE DISAPPARANCE OF ADELE BEDEAU.** By Graeme Macrae Burnet. Manfred is a loner. Socially awkward and perpetually ill at ease, he spends his evenings quietly drinking and surreptitiously observing Adele Bedeau, the sunny but alluring waitress at a grab-bistro in the unremarkable small French town of Saint-Louis. When she vanishes, detective Georges sets his sights on Manfred. 225 pages. Arcade. Pub. at $24.99  

3841919 **THE NIGHT BEFORE.** By Wendy Walker. Devastated by her last relationship, Laura fled her Wall Street job and moved to a New York City apartment for her sister’s home in the Connecticut suburb where they grew up. Now Laura is determined to take one more chance on love with a man she met at a motocross dating site. But when Laura doesn’t return home, her sister begins a desperate search to find her. 310 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $26.99  

3946563 **GOOD AS GONE.** By Amy Gentry. Anna’s daughter Julie is finally, and unusually, at home more often. But being kidnapped from her own bedroom when she was thirteen, eight years ago. But soon Anna begins to see holes in Julie’s story, and when she finally gets the chance to confront Julie, she’s forced to wonder if this is really her daughter. And if not—what is it that she wants? 273 pages. Minotaur Books. Pub. at $14.99  

★ 3979726 **SEARCHING FOR ROSE.** By Danyalee Cochrane. April has survived Philadelphia’s tough city streets. But when her sister disappears, April’s search will lead her to the Pennsylvania Amish countryside—where the peaceful setting masks a world of terror. 256 pages. Zebra. Pub. at $7.99  

3990370 **THE DEAD EX.** By Jane Corry. Vicki works as an aromatherapist and is just finishing a session when the police call. Her new husband has gone missing. As if that weren’t bad enough, his very pregnant lover, Tanya, is the one who reported him missing, but what really happened on the night of David’s disappearance? The answer lies in the connection among four women, and the one person they can’t escape. 352 pages. Viking. Pub. at $26.95  

**Over the Line**

3868648 **OVER THE LINE.** By Kelly Irvin. Against her better judgment, Gabriella turns to her former fiancé, homicide detective Eli Cavazos for help in finding her missing brother. When she receives a cryptic text from her brother’s cell phone, she realizes she is in deep, and may be dragging Eli down with her. 336 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $15.99  

★ 4649273 **THE OTHER PEOPLE.** By C.J. Tudor. Driving home one night, stuck behind a rusted out car, a woman’s screams echo out from the passenger seat. No one appears. Just one word. Daddy. It’s his five year old daughter, Izzy—and he never sees her again. Three years later, he can’t stop looking for her. Nights traveling up and down the highway, searching for the car that took his daughter. 339 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $17.00  

3670124 **THE MAN IN THE WHITE LINEN SUIT.** By David Handler. Ghostwriter, Stewart “Hoagy” Hoag, is asked to find Tommy O’Brien, assistant to bestselling writer Addison James. Tommy who is writing James’ next historical saga, has run off with the manuscript and is holding it for ransom. Now it’s up to Hoagy and his short legged sidekick, Lulu the basket hound, to unravel this baffling, bizarre case. 254 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $17.95  

3702988 **THE NUN WHO DANCED.** By Ellen Graham. Three years after the murder of her twin, a woman finds a vision that sends her on a quest to learn the identity of the killer.  

3972968 **THE NUN WHO DANCED.** By T. Jefferson Parker. San Diego R. Roland Ford has taken a job for fellow former Marine and rising political Daiton Strat. Even as Strat conducts with un unserem bombings of government buildings, his wife Natalie has gone missing. But as Ford digs into the case, her disappearance becomes complicated, and possibly laced to the bombings of the city.  

3738989 **THE ROOM OF WHITE FIRE.** By T. Jefferson Parker. Roland Ford—once a cop, then a Marine, now a private investigator—is good at finding people. But when he’s asked to find out what really happened on a night Ford tried to unravel in his past, he soon realizes he’s been drawn into something very deep, and very dark. 341 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00  

3952649 **THE TRUTH BEHIND THE LIE.** By Sara Lovestam. When a six year old girl disappears and calling the police isn’t an option, her desperate mother, Fennila, turns to an unlikely source for help. She finds a cryptic ad online for a private investigator: that’s where Koupian comes in, an Iranian refugee living in hiding. 278 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $26.99  

3988024 **AND THE ROSES WERE GONE.** By R.J. Jacobs. 278 pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.00  


**Courtroom Dramas**

2806150 **CORRUPTED.** By Lisa Scottoline. 424 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99  


3994600 **CrUCiFy.** By James Rollins. Arriving home on Christmas Eve, Commander Gray Pierce discovers that his pregnant lover is missing, and his best friend’s wife, Kat, unconscious. Kat, the only witness to what happened is in a semi-comatose state and cannot speak until a unknown knows her mind revealing a frightening truth. 628 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $8.95  

**Thrillers**

3979060 **HOT ICE.** By Nora Roberts. Manhattan socialite Whitney MacAllister likes fast cars, vintage movies, and dangerous men. International jewel thief Douglas Lord breaks his iron-clad rule of always working alone when he reluctantly accepts Whitney as his new partner. 312 pages. Bantam. Pub. at $16.00  

★ 3993113 **BEHIND CLOSED DOORS.** By B.A. Paris. Jack and Grace need a perfect couple. Someone might call this true love. Others might wonder why Grace never answers the phone, how she can cook such elaborate meals and remain so slim, or why there are metal shutters on the windows. Jack knows he’s going on only after to that dinner parties are over and the front door closed? 293 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.99  

**Limited Quantity Sold Out**

3983060 **OUTFOX.** By Sandra Brown. Public defender Kendall Deaton seems to have found everything she ever wanted: a fulfilling career, a great man, and a long-ago dream of having a child. But when a perfect couple on a European vacation disappears, Kendall is torn between the man who has broken his heart and the man to whom she’s under surveillance, is a heartless accomplice—or the next victim. 437 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00  

2786223 **TWO KINDS OF TRUTH.** By Lisa Gardner. A Manhattan detective and a small town police chief work a cold case for the San Fernando Police Department, is called to investigate the murder of two pharmacists. Meanwhile, a long-unsolved disappearance of Harry Framed him and has evidence to prove it. The two new cases wind around each other like barbed wine, and Harry discovers that there are two people out to get him. 402 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00  

**Limited Quantity Sold Out**

3881120 **THE WOMAN IN THE DARK.** By Vanessa Savage. After moving to her family’s seaside home to make a fresh start, Sarah tries to bring it back to its original beauty, but as locals hint that the house is haunted, the children begin having nightmares. Sarah can’t shake the feeling that something just isn’t right, not with the house, not with the town, even with her own loving husband—whose stories don’t add up. 340 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $27.00  

3937970 **TURBULENCE.** By Stuart Woods. While vacationing in Florida, an extreme weather event puts a damper on Stone Barrington’s trip. Even worse, the hurricane force winds blow a powerful, nosy politician straight onto Stone’s doorstep—someone who has some shady associates with destructive plans. Stone gets his organization and figure out their scheme. 311 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $28.00  

3944506 **POISON.** By John Lescroart. When Grant Wagner is murdered and leaves a list of elements, Dismiss Hardy is compelled to defend the prime suspect Abby Jarvis, Wagner’s bookkeeper, who insists she’s innocent. As Dismiss investigates Wagner’s murder, she discovers dark twists in the case, including secrets, jealous siblings, and blackmail, making him a target. 293 pages. Atria. Pub. at $16.00  

**SOLD OUT**

**SOLD OUT**

**SOLD OUT**

**SOLD OUT**
**See more titles at erhbc.com/838**
398953 THE SUMMER WE LOST HER. By Trish Cohen. It's been a busy few years for Matt and Elise Sorenson and their daughter, Gracie. Elise's equestrian ambitions have caused long absences from home, straining their relationship to the breaking point. While in the midst of the preparations for Matt's family's camp, Gracie disappears. Everything for the Sorenson family is about to change. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95


399354 ALL OUT WAR. By Sean Parnell. Eric Steele is one of the most seasoned warriors in the Alpha Program, and he’s trying to catch some much-needed downtime. But just as he’s getting ready for dinner at his home, a team of unknown assailants breaks in without warning and he barely escapes. The game is now on--and the hunt will turn the tables on the hunter. 479 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

386661 THE HOUSE SWAP. By Rebecca Fleet. When Caroline and Francis receive an offer to house swap they jump at the chance. But the problems that permeate their marriage start to bubble to the surface. Meanwhile Caroline begins to uncover some signs that the people they have swapped with is someone who knows her, someone who knows the secrets she’s desperate to forget. 294 pages. Viking. Pub. at $26.95 $14.95

384279 STRANGERS WHO KNOW. By Christina Henry. Living on a isolated island off the coast of California means safety from the murderer who hunts Kellen Adams and her new family, or does it? But the problem that permeates their marriage starts to bubble to the surface. Meanwhile Caroline begins to uncover some signs that the people they have swapped with is someone who knows her, someone who knows the secrets she’s desperate to forget. 317 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95


389778X CARIBE MORA. By Thomas Harris. Agent Britain Ryan has drilled on the Caribbean atoll of Moravia where her father was shot down in the Second World War. She has inherited a million-dollar estate, a private jet, and a fleet of yachts. Suddenly her father’s obsessions start to surface. Suddenly her threats to shatter not only Parker’s legal prospects but also the lives of those closest to him. 390 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

381620 XVI ICE STATION ZEBRA. By Alistair MacLean. The atomic submarine Dolphin is impossible to sink, for sail beneath the ice-floes of the Arctic Ocean to locate and rescue the men of Weather-station Zebra, gutted by fire and drifting with the ice-pack somewhere in the Arctic Circle. What they find is far more sinister. 392 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

690579X BEYOND THE SEA. By David L. Golemon. When the Soviet battle cruiser Sempereif sank eighty years ago, the President calls Colonel Jack Collins and his team to find out what is going on before any conflict occurs. They find a vessel which is in working order and a powerful weapon. But is about to be blown up from without escape. 482 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

398926 COLD SILENCE. By James Abel. An ancient sickness breaks out in Somalia and Joe Russo, a renowned microbiologist, is sent to the scene to study the disease. But the illness has now spread to the United States. Is it really an old ancient curse or a well planned global attack with the potential to kill millions? 392 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $5.95

3989537 MISTRESS FOR HIRE. By Nibria Bryant. She cheated with one of her best friends’ husbands, and turned scathing publicity into cash-money celebrity. But Jessa Bell has reformed. She’s started a successful business catching rich unfaithful spouses. But it’s the enemies Jessa faces who have the biggest guns. Her new client, Dania Precord, wants 380 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

398323 CROSS HER HEART. By Sarah Pinborough. Sixteen year old Ava is getting tired of her overprotective single mom Lisa, and wants to live like a normal teenager–chill with friends, go to swim practice, study for exams, and have a boyfriend. But a long time ago, Lisa made a promise, and then she broke her word. That betrayal hasn’t been forgotten—or forgiven. 343 pages. Forge. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

3987144 FORGET YOU KNOW ME. By Jessica Strawser. When a video call reveals a shooting incident no one was supposed to see, the secrets and lies it exposes between friends and spouses threaten to change their lives forever. 327 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $9.95

3983153 THE STRANGER INSIDE. By Laura Beverlin. There’s a stranger living in Kimber Bryant Hannon’s house. The man informs the police that he has every right to be there, and he has the paperwork to prove it. And he tells Kimber that he can “prove her out”–and he wants everyone else to know it too. 345 pages. Mulholland. Paperback. $4.95

3965538 DOUBLE LIFE. By Flynn Berry. Claire Morgan is living a double life: first as a highly successful businesswoman, then as a Madame Sylvie, leader of an all-women’s brothel. Enter Harper Brown, a DIA agent who believes solving the murder is now a matter of urgent national security. Joining forces with Agent Brown, Decker is focused on solving the case before it’s too late. 506 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

3758249 WATCH THEM DIE. By Kevin O’Brian. Different women, different methods, some madness. In the city of Seattle, no woman is safe. From afar he takes a woman’s life–desperately wants, finding a new and brutal ways to teach them a lesson–and to love them. 392 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

381895 TOM CLANCY OATH OF BISH. By Robert Louk. Parker Hargrove’s life is at stake. As the President’s life to protecting the United States. What if this time, he can’t? As sensationalized stories spin out of control and stolen missiles remain out of reach, President Ryan’s toughest challenge emerges: How do you meet an enemy head on, when he won’t even show you his face? 537 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

4654041 BLUEBIRD, BLUEBIRD. By Attica Locke. Black Texas Ranger, Darren Matthews, is on the watch for the ones he suspects are related murders, a black lawyer from Chicago and a local white woman, that have stirred up a hornet’s nest of resentment in the small East Texas town of Lark. Darren must solve their murders before the town’s long simmering racial tension erupts. 303 pages. Mulholland. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

398749 SOME DIE NAMELESS. By Wallace Stroby. Kei Devlin is retired from his mercenary life, living on a Florida island. But a visit from an old colleague stirs some bad memories--and ends with a gunshot. Tracy Quinn is an investigative reporter drawn together with Devlin, enmeshing them in a conspiracy that stretches over twenty years and reaches the highest levels of the U.S. government. 339 pages. Mulholland. Paperback. Pub. at $26.00 $9.95

3855707 ONE PERFECT LIE. By Lisa Scottoline. In the center of people’s shattered lives, that are full of secrets, stands a small high school teacher and assistant baseball coach. Chris Brennan, pretending to be someone else, wanting something, and going at lengths to get it. 373 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

3798127 TYRANNOSAUR CANYON. By Douglas Preston. A moon rock missing for thirty years, five buckets of blood-soaked sand found in a New Mexico canyon, a scientist with ambition enough to kill, and a moon rock that has already interested world, all are connected to the greatest scientific discovery of all time. 398 pages. Forge. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

381744 FORGET YOU KNOW ME. By Jessica Strawser. When a video call reveals a shooting incident no one was supposed to see, the secrets and lies it exposes between friends and spouses threaten to change their lives forever. 327 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $9.95

3981513 THE STRANGER INSIDE. By Laura Beverlin. There’s a stranger living in Kimber Bryant Hannon’s house. The man informs the police that he has every right to be there, and he has the paperwork to prove it. And he tells Kimber that he can “prove her out”–and he wants everyone else to know it too. 345 pages. Mulholland. Paperback. $4.95

3965538 DOUBLE LIFE. By Flynn Berry. Claire Morgan is living a double life: first as a highly successful businesswoman, then as a Madame Sylvie, leader of an all-women’s brothel. Enter Harper Brown, a DIA agent who believes solving the murder is now a matter of urgent national security. Joining forces with Agent Brown, Decker is focused on solving the case before it’s too late. 506 pages. Vision. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95
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209986X THE FORCE. By Don Winslow. Denny Malone is a highly decorated and respected New York City detective. But what few know is that Denny and his partners, have stolen millions. But the jig is up. Malone is caught in a trap and being chased, frantically trying to get to line, and faltering could mean the implosion of his family, his career, or the city itself. 482 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99 $9.95

39597X WHAT ROSE FORGOT. By Rosemary Daniell. When a reclusive computer hacker; her thirteen year old granddaughter, Mel; and Mel’s friend Royal, Rose Dennis begins to piece together the fragments of her life. He’s walking, and falls in search of the truth. 494 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95


3938465 29 SECONDS. By T. M. Logan. An accused killer insists she’s innocent. surrounded by her family, her partner, Laura Vaccaro are on a mission to stop the Taliban and al Qaeda from using an old Soviet nuclear bomb unearthed in the sand. The story line is further complicated by the fact she will go to save herself and her son. 405 pages. Redhook. Pub. at $25.00 $9.95

3923617 THE SECRETARY. By Renee Knight. After, day after day after year, Mina Appleton’s assistant is an invisible—watching, listening, absorbing all the secrets floating around her and keeping them safe. But there is a dangerous line between loyalty and obsession, and it will be builder’s favorite of a mission—especially if she is pushed to her limit. 292 pages. Forge. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

3842984 WITHOUT FEAR. By D. Hunt & R. J. Pimentel. Afghanistan, 2005. CIA operatives Hunter Stark and USAF captain Gerald Seymour. Marcantoni, one of the well-respected NY PD detective sergeant is about to be asked to remember a past that is coming back to haunt him. 408 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95

3883866 NO MORTAL THING. By Gerald Seymour. Marcantoni, one of the new generation in the ‘twilight of the traditional families from Calabria, is in Germany to learn how to channel their ill-aligned (malignant) legacies toward legitimate businesses all over Europe. The chance is an axiom of the London witnesses Marcantoni committing a vicious assault, he follows him to his grandmother’s farm in Italy, stepping in to a delicate situation. 338 pages. Berkley. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

3994651 THE GLASS WOMAN. By Caroline Lea. A marriage of convenience, a mysterious husband, and a cursed house. When her new husband’s latest wife reveals dangerous secrets, a naive young bride must choose between obedience and defiance to determine her fate. 392 pages. Harper. Pub. at $27.99 $9.95

3890017 HIDDEN. By Laura Griffin. When a young woman is snatched off jogging trails, with the help of former Detective Raymond Navarro, she realizes just how personal this case is becoming. The killer is contacting her directly now, insisting things will get worse unless Julia makes him famous. 399 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00 $9.95

3870086 YOU FIT THE PATTERN. By Jane Haselstein. As crime writer Julia Gooden investigates the murders of female joggers who are being snatched off jogging trails, with the help of the eccentric Raymond Navarro, she realizes just how personal this case is becoming. The killer is contacting her directly now, insisting things will get worse unless Julia makes him famous. 399 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00 $9.95

3890707 THE TEMP. By Michelle Frances. Emma would do anything to work for the woman who has the job she wants. Carrie is at the top of her game, with a dream career, a baby on the way, and a handsome screenwriter husband. For Emma, with parents who don’t understand her ambition, working for the woman she believes her temp position might be her last chance. 379 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $26.00 $9.95

3899932 THE PERFECT FAMILY. By Samantha King. Madder is broken. Ever since the tragic death of her children’s tenth birthday, she’s been trying to piece the together, to get back to the life she lost before. She wonders if her guilt and remorse is justified, if it was her fault that every day, five more lives are disturbed. The life-giving terror is still to come. 306 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $15.95 $9.95

3990486 THE FRIEND. By Joakim Zander. November 2015. Jacob Seger arrives in Lebanon eager to make the most of his internship at the Swedish embassy in Beirut, but when he meets the handsome and mysterious Yassim at a glamorous party, he is swept up into a passionate, obsessive affair that...
3956366 BLOOD ORANGE. By Harriet Tyce. Alison has it all. A doing husband, adorable daughter, a big house and a spot in the country. Then she has been given her first murder case to defend. But all is never as it seems. Someone knows Alison’s secrets. Someone who wants to make her pay for what she knows. And what she won’t stop until she’s lost everything. 340 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $27.00 $5.95

4658809 HOUSE OF CORRECTION. By Nicci French. When a body is discovered in Oxenham, England, Tabitha is drawn into the case. She’s already known for two murders. It may be a matter of misfortune. Tabitha is not a murderer. She knows she’s not. She thinks she’s not. But if she’s only lying to herself? 316 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

SOCIAL IMPROVEMENTS. By Peter de Vries. A young architect, Jack, is hired to save a struggling community. But when he discovers the true nature of the people living there, he must decide whether to help or leave. 352 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $24.95 $8.95

4584722 YOU LET ME IN. By Camilla Bruce. The notorious recluse, acquired murderness, and eccentric, bestselling novelist Cassandra Tipp has disappeared without a trace. She left behind no body—just her mysterious fortune, and one final marginalized treaty. 254 pages. Tor. Pub. at $25.99 $5.95

3766699 SKIN GAME. By S. Woods & P. Hall. When Teddy Faye receives a freelance assignment from a gentleman he can’t refuse, he sets out on a hunt for a treacherous criminal. But as Teddy unravels more information that just doesn’t connect, his straightforward mission becomes far more complex. 311 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $28.99 $21.95

4675115 THE STRIPES. By Ben Sanders. Rip-offs are a dangerous game, but Detective Miles Keller thinks he’s found a good striped web. When a man dies in police custody, the investigation leads to the New York criminal underworld. 309 pages. Knopf. Pub. at $28.95 $21.95

3996247 THE STAKES. By Jeanine Cummins. Lydia lives in the Mexican city of Acapulco. She runs a bookstore, and her husband is a journalist. When Lydia’s husband’s tell-all profile of a drug cartel is released, Lydia must decide whether to sell her bookstore or risk her life. 289 pages. Flatiron. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95

4676963 NEVER DIE ALONE. By Donald Goines. King David was determined to claw his way out of the mean streets of New York City and become the father of a legitimate clan. But when his son is caught up in the dangerous world of drugs and violence, King’s life is threatened. 342 pages. Holloway House. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

3958523 IN THE CLEARING. By Donald Goines. Tappin is a powerful and feared force in the city. When his estranged brother, King David, goes missing, Tappin must take action to protect his own turf. 332 pages. Rangeley. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

3990108 THE CAPTIVES. By Debra Jo Immergluck. Haunted by childhood tragedy and a troubled marriage, Callie must make a series of difficult choices, still trying to make sense of the disastrous relationship that led to her downfall. 320 pages. Pocket. Pub. at $26.99 $12.95

3958523 IN THE CLEARING. By Donald Goines. Tappin is a powerful and feared force in the city. When his estranged brother, King David, goes missing, Tappin must take action to protect his own turf. 332 pages. Rangeley. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

4687777 BLOOD ORANGE. By Harriet Tyce. Alison has it all. A doing husband, adorable daughter, a big house and a spot in the country. Then she has been given her first murder case to defend. But all is never as it seems. Someone knows Alison’s secrets. Someone who wants to make her pay for what she knows. And what she won’t stop until she’s lost everything. 340 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $27.00 $5.95

4584722 YOU LET ME IN. By Camilla Bruce. The notorious recluse, acquired murderness, and eccentric, bestselling novelist Cassandra Tipp has disappeared without a trace. She left behind no body—just her mysterious fortune, and one final marginalized treaty. 254 pages. Tor. Pub. at $25.99 $5.95
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Sherlock Holmes

**398978 ECHOES OF SHERLOCK HOLMES: Stories inspired by the Holmes Canon.** Ed. by Brian King & L.S. Kirmse. When great writers who are not known as Sherlock Holmes devotees decide to be inspired by Conan Doyle? Some explore the spirit of Holmes himself; others investigate inspire Holmes’ adventures or methods. Other characters from the Holmes stories are explored, and even non-Holmesian tales by Conan Doyle are echoed. 348 pages. Pegasus. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $3.95

**398672 THE MYSTERIOUS WORLD OF SHERLOCK HOLMES.** By Bruce Wexler. Through detailed text and over 150 specially researched archive illustrations this unique volume documents the greatest mysteries, methods of detection, and notorious criminals found in the Holmes canon. Wexler also brings to life the Victorian London crime scene that comprised the detective’s fascinating world. 192 pages. Skyhorse. 10” x 12”. $24.99. $5.95

**398951 THE ADVENTURE OF THE NEURAL PSYCHOSES: Sherlock Holmes vs. Chulhu.** By Lois H. Gresh. Amelia Scarcion’s monstrous brood, harbingers of Chulhu, with dawn. Her songs spell insanity, death, and infinite wealth. And Moriarty will do anything to get his hands on gold, even if it means tearing down the walls between this world and a realm of horrors—unless Holmes and Watson can stop him. 400 pages. Titan. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $4.95

**392995 THE WHOLE ART OF DETECTION: Lost Mysteries of Sherlock Holmes.** By Lyndsay Faye. Collects the contents of Faye’s Holmes tales written for the Strand magazine and other publications, plus two new works. These fifteen stories span Holmes’ career, from self-taught young upstart to lauded detective, before and after his return from the Swiss wailter in 1894. 352 pages. Mysterious Press. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00. $4.95

**396478 A STUDY IN TREASON.** By Leonard Goldberg. When an executed criminal of a secret treaty between England and France is stolen from the estate of Lord Hallifax, Scotland yard asks Johanna, daughter of Sherlock Holmes, Watson Jr., and Dr. Watson, Sr. to call on Sherlock Holmes to help in an attempt to recover the thief and find the missing treaty. 299 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $26.99. $6.95

**468094 MURDER AT SROWN’S CROWN: The Further Adventures of Sherlock Holmes.** By S. Savile & R. Greenberger. A frantic mother begs Sherlock Holmes to find her son, a sailor who has not returned from the war in South Africa. Holmes and Watson begin their inquiries but meet resistance from the establishment, and an attempt is made to silence them. They uncover a conspiracy that goes far beyond one missing sailor. 296 pages. $6.95

**468139 THE BARTERED BRIDES.** By Mercedes Lackey. The threat of Moriarty is gone, but Dr. Watson mourns the loss of their colleague, psychic Nan Killian, medium Sarah Lyon-White, and Elemental Masters John and Mary Watson must be wary, for members of Moriarty’s network are still at large. 314 pages. DAW Books. Pub. at $27.00. $5.95

**4585804 THE HOUND OF THE BASKERVILLES.** By Arthur Conan Doyle. The family is cursed. At least that is the hypothesis when the body of Sir Charles Baskerville is found on the moors near his manor. It is up to Sherlock Holmes and his assistant Dr. Watson to solve the mystery. 207 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. $4.95

**4673484 THE WORLD OF SHERLOCK HOLMES: The Facts and Fiction Behind the World’s Greatest Detective.** By Lyndsay Faye. To many he is the eccentric, intellectual detective with the deerstalker hat and pipe, but Sherlock Holmes was a far darker, more complex character than he is sometimes perceived. Explore the myths and reality of Holmes, his creator Conan Doyle, and the era in which the mysteries were published. Well illus., most in color. 224 pages. Carlton. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $6.95

**460095 FURTHER ASSOCIATES OF SHERLOCK: The Art of Melodrama.** By Philip Purser-Hallard. In tales by Stuart Douglas, Jonathan Green, Marcia Wilson, Andrew Lane and others, the famous associates of the Great Detective are given a voice of their own. Villains—tell their own stories. Includes tales from the perspectives of Professor James Moriarty, Mrs. Hudson, Lucy Heron and others. 397 pages. Titan. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $4.95

**463188 THE MAFIESTATIONS OF SHERLOCK: A Short Story by John L. Jelks.** The iconic duo find themselves swirled into a series of puzzling and sinister events in this collection of twelve short mysteries—including a brand-new Chulhu Casebook story. 362 pages. Titan. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. $4.95

**4672208 SHERLOCK HOLMES & THE CHRISTMAS DEMON.** By James Lovegrove. It’s 1890, and in the days before Christmas Sherlock Holmes and Dr. John Watson are involved in a new mystery when the Allerhoop–eldest daughter of a grand but somewhat eccentric, Yorkshire-based dynasty—is greatly distressed, as she believes she is being haunted by a demonic Christmas spirit. 372 pages. Titan. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95. $5.95

**3970515 THE WIT & WISDOM OF SHERLOCK HOLMES: Humorous and Inspirational Quotes Celebrating the World’s Greatest Detective.** By Nicholas Meyer. January 1905. Holmes and Watson are summoned by Holmes’ brother Mycroft, Mycroft Holmes, and more. Features quotes from the deeply philosophical to the wonderfully humorous. 160 pages. 3896978

**4671953 THE ADVENTURE OF THE PECCULAR PROTOCOLS.** By Nicholas Meyer. 1905. Holmes and Watson are summoned by the President of the Royal College of Medicine, and a series of mysterious murders. 392 pages. Titan. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95. $5.95

**397600X THE DEVIL’S DUE.** By Bonnie MacBird. London, 1869. As anarchists terrorize the city a series of gruesome murders strike terror into the hearts of Londoners as they are being taught in alphabetical order, and Sherlock Holmes and John Watson attempt to catch one in the killer. 369 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95


**3707091 THE DAUGHTER OF SHERLOCK HOLMES.** By Leonard Goldberg. 303 pages. Minotaur. Pub. at $25.99. $5.95

**3709611 A FORGOTTEN PLACE.** By Charles Todd. After getting a despairing letter from his partner, Nurse Bess Crawford follows Captain Williams to an isolated storm battered peninsula in Wales, where secrets and death go hand in hand. Bess becomes involved in a dangerous mystery and her life becomes inextricably linked with the man who helped save her. 334 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $27.99. $9.50

**2060223 THE MOTH CATCHER.** By Ann Sharp. Set in a quiet community of Valley Farm. But after two bodies are found, Detective Inspector Vera Stanhope arrives on the scene. As Vera is drawn into the claustrophobic world of this increasingly disturbing case, she begins to believe that there may be many deadly secrets trapped there. 388 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $25.95. $9.50

**3936587 THE COMFORTS OF HOME.** By Susan Hill. Following his near-fatal injury, Chief Superintendent, Sergeant James Ross returns to work. As he recuperates on a remote Scottish island, the local police pull him into a murder inquiry, a popular newcomer has died in peculiar circumstances and the community’s reactions are fragile and complicated. 305 pages. Overlook. Pub. at $26.95. $6.95

**3693131 THE DEATH OF A DUSTMAN.** By M.C. Beaton. Scotland’s Virtual Museum is revealing some grisly secrets. The body of a hapless dustman is found in a vacant lot with money and an idol to the devil in his pockets. The murder of the town’s bullying dustman turned “environmental officer.” 226 pages. Grand Central. Paperback. Pub. at $8.00. $5.95

**8924603 THE WITCHES’ TREES.** By M.C. Beaton. An elderly spinster has been murdered and her head is missing. The inspector can’tathom who among them could commit such a crime. Agatha Rasim rises to the occasion. But when two more murders follow the first, Agatha begins to fear that someone has set her up. The village has its own coven of witches, her own life, 295 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95. $5.95

**3892148 DATE WITH MALICE.** By Julia Chapman. When Mrs. Shepher arrives at the Dales Detective Agency, quite convinced that her husband is to blame for her alleged affair, she is soon on the case of a woman whose life begins to wonder if there is something to her claims. 392 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99. $4.95

**3846741 THE CHALK MAN.** By C.J. Tudor. Working as a teacher at his old school, and nursing a drinking problem, Eddie is trying to forget his past until one day he gets a letter from a woman with a strange request: send her a chalk stick figure. The same figure he saw the day he found the body, when he was an adolescent. To save his sanity—he needs to find out what really happened all those years ago. 280 pages. Crown. Pub. at $27.00. $9.50

---

See more titles at erhbc.com/838
**British Mysteries**

**2872382 THE MURDER ON THE LINKS.** By Agatha Christie, a British detective story. The body of a wealthy English financier living in France, hints at being in possession of a deadly secret. The Belgian sleuth, accompanied by Captain Hastings, rushes to the scene by train and discovers the victim with his abdomen slashed and the body parts indicating murder. It's evident that someone had tried to hide the evidence, leading Rebus to suspect the involvement of a mysterious character. 200 pages. Dover. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95

**398792 THE SmILING MAN.** By Joseph Ingrassa, a young detective who is faced with the challenging case of a serial killer. In the midst of the investigation, a knit of linked cases emerges, causing a chain reaction of events that lead to the killer's capture. The story is a masterful blend of suspense and intrigue. 305 pages. Random. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**398483X MURDER IN AN IRISH PUB.** By Carmel O'Connor, the Bistro managed by the many siblings of Morrow. A curious assortment of ten guests gather at a private island, and the sense of mystery and intrigue builds as the events unfold. 336 pages. Dutton.

**3967221 HIDE AND SEEK.** By Ian Rankin. A jumpy lies dead in an Edinburgh squat—spreadeagled on the floor between two burned-down candles, a five pointed star daubed on the wall above. Just another dead addict, until John Rebus begins to investigate the death which looks more like a murder every day. 261 pages. Orion. Paperback. $4.95

**3967183 THE HANGING GARDEN.** By Ian Rankin. DI John Rebus is on the paper trail of a White把自己的家hunting for a killer. His investigation leads him between the two rival gangs on the city streets. At his arrival, his son becomes a victim. Rebus is forced to acknowledge that his clairvoyance was wrong. 335 pages. Orion. Paperback. $4.95

**3956806 THE KILLER IN ME.** By Olivia Kiernan. With a TV documentary revisiting an old murder case and pushing the public's sympathies into conflict, a tabloid media can't keep the story from being told. A nightmare unfolds before the eyes. 352 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

**3913208 THE KILLING HABIT.** By Mark Billingham. D.I. Nicola Tanner is back on the job after the traumatic murder of her partner. While on the case, she discovers a past that doesn't at first take too seriously. Tanner and her partner, Donal, begin to investigate a break-in at the Palace, an established establishment to its core. Reporter Joanna Haslam peels back the veil of lies that shrouded the secret, and before long someone is heard calling her name. 417 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Pub. at $12.95

**3862403 ROYAL SECURE.** By Lucinda Riley. When Sir James Harrison, one of the greatest actors of his generation passes away, he leaves behind not just a heartbroken family, but also a secret so shocking it could rock the English establishment to its core. Reporter Joanne Haslam peels back the veil of lies that has shrouded the secret, and before someone is heard calling her name to stop her investigation. 494 pages. Aria. Paperback Pub. at $13.95

**3967396 LET IT BLEED.** By Ian Rankin. Rebus finds himself sucked into a web of intrigue that throws up more questions than answers. Was the Lord Provost's daughter kidnapped? Who was behind the bomb that razed the newspaper documents that should have been waste paper years ago? Rebus will soon see that some of his enemies may be beyond justice, while others are too close to home. 494 pages. Aria. Paperback Pub. at $13.95

**3967515 MORTAL CAUSES.** By Ian Rankin. It is August in Edinburgh and the Festival is in full swing. Then a brutally tortured body is discovered in one of the city's ancient subterranean streets and marks on the corpse cause Rebus to suspect the involvement of sectarian activists. 301 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95

**3967337 KNOTS & CROSSES.** By Ian Rankin. In Edinburgh, two young girls are brutally abducted and murdered and now a third is missing. Detective Sergeant John Rebus is determined to find out who the killer is and what his motives are. The case takes him to Ingholm Turrets in the North of London, Russian diplomat Vassily Kopack (code-name “Farting”) disappears, and yet he continues. Now outside, inside the situation. Joining him is Young Rupert Campion in his debut appearance. 228 pages. Felony & Mayhem. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**3981332 MR. CAMPION’S FALCON.** By Philip Youngman Carter. After a trip to the faux Victorian hotel of Ingholm Turrets in the North of London, Russian diplomat Vassily Kopack (code-name “Farting”) disappears, and yet he continues, Rupert Campion finds himself in a situation that only he can solve. 228 pages. Felony & Mayhem. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**3984798 CARELESS LOVE.** By Peter Robinson. Two suspicious deaths challenge Detective Superintendent and his crack investigative team. While Banks attends the postmortem of one. Detective Inspector Annette Cabot is at the scene of the other death. Bank’s and his team open up a case with a few curious similarities, and with the stakes raised, the hunt is on. 307 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $26.99

**3955559 THE FRANCHISE AFFAIR.** By Josephine Tey. Marion Sharpe and her mother seem to be on the wrong side of the law. But when the police turn up at their country home, The Franchise, with a young woman accused of kidnapping and Eamon Foley found swining in Kilbane. Fo r a pint or a game of darts, it’ s the pub you want. 303 pages. Scribner. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00

**3943526 A SHILLING FOR CANDLES.** By Josephine Tey. Marion Sharpe and her mother seem to be on the wrong side of the law. But when the police turn up at their country home, The Franchise, with a young woman accused of kidnapping and Eamon Foley found swining in Kilbane. Fo r a pint or a game of darts, it’ s the pub you want. 303 pages. Scribner. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00

**3943488 THE DAUGHTER OF TIME.** By Peter Robinson. Two suspicious deaths challenge Detective Superintendent and his crack investigative team. While Banks attends the postmortem of one. Detective Inspector Annette Cabot is at the scene of the other death. Bank’s and his team open up a case with a few curious similarities, and with the stakes raised, the hunt is on. 307 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $26.99

**394619 THE CUTTING ROOM.** By Ashley Dyer. While Britain is obsessed with the newest crime drama, detectives Ruth Lake and Greg Carver are tormented by a fiendish flesh and blood killer on the loose. Exploiting England’s current true-crime craze, she uses social media to taunt the police with a clue pointing to 1922. 435 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $26.99

**3877337 NOT DEAD YET.** By Peter James. Gaia Lafayette has a movie to shoot and Detective Roy Grace is in charge of her security. Her assistant is released from prison and an unidentified headless torso is found, a nightmare unfolds before Grace’s eyes. 550 pages. Pan. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**3877302 DEAD MAN’S TIME.** By Peter James. A robbery at a Brighton mansion leaves its occupant fighting for her life. Grace is racing against the clock following a murder trail that leads him from the shaddy antiques world of England, across Europe and back to the N.Y. waterfront’s gang struggles of 1922, chasing a killer. 418 pages. Pan. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

**3924252 SHADOW PLAY.** By Cynthia Harrod-Eagles. Bill Snider begins a nightmare investigation when an unidentified victim is found in the no man’s land beneath London’s A40 flyover. When the dig up reveals old injuries and faded scars the mystery only deepens. Snider will have to go into London’s darkest corners if he wants answers. 300 pages. Black Swan. Pub. at $14.95

**3706451 OLD BONES.** By Cynthia Harrod-Eagles. D.I. Bill Snider’s out of favor in the force. As a punishment, he’s given a cold case to keep him busy—some old bones to rake through. Buried in a back garden, from the murder that happened two decades ago, and with most of the principal players already dead. Surely Snider can’t unearth anything new with these old bones? 249 pages. Black Swan. Pub. at $14.95

**385103 THE RETURN OF DR. FU-MANCHU.** By Sax Rohmer. First published in 1913. The insidious doctor returns to Great Britain with his league of assassins. He seeks to subvert the realm at the highest levels, but Fu-Manchu has his own secrets—which he will protect by any means. 278 pages. Titan. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95
3890545 MURDER WILL SPEAK. By Penny Richards. As one of a handful of female operatives employed by legendary crime-fighter Allan Pinkerton, Lilly draws on her theatrical training to go undercover in situations inaccessible to male detectives. Her latest case takes her to the rough and muddy bordello that is Halligan’s in Fort Worth, Texas. 264 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

381792X THE JUDGE HUNTER. By Christopher Buckley. London, 1664. Charles II sits in judgment on Sir Henry Wingfield, a ruthless murderer. But his most recent (see 3980544) doesn’t bode well for the theory that for a second and begins his own investigation. 247 pages. Felony & Mayhem. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

399016X AN ACT OF VILLAINY. By Ashley Weaver. Old friend and former actor Gerard Holloway set out to look into the threatening letters being sent to his mistress, actress Flora Bell. Although conflicted, out of loyalty to Holloway’s wife—and her friend, Georgina, Amy and Max make a firmer commitment. 389 pages. Minotaur. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99 $9.50

3822710 THE KENNEL MURDER CASE. By S.S. Van Dine. When Arthur Coe is found dead in his own locked bedroom, it's not how his wife, Lucy, envisions her day to go. The Vance doesn’t bode well for the theory that for a second and begins his own investigation. 247 pages. Felony & Mayhem. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

3898034 ON HER MAJESTY’S FRIGHTFULLY SECRET SERVICE. By Rhys Bowen. Lady Georgiana Rannoch and her new husband, Darcy O’Mara, are on their honeymoon in Kenya’s Happy Valley. When Lord Cheriton is found dead on a lonely stretch of road, it appears he fell victim to a lion. Georgiana and Darcy believe the death to be more than an animal attack. Now the hunt is on to find the real killer. 290 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

391294 LOVE AND DEATH AMONG THE CHEETAHS. By Rhys Bowen. In the final year of her pregnancy, the beloved cheetahs of the Kruger National Park murmur. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

3987698 NAUGHTY ON ICE. By Maia Chance. With no choice but to unmask a killer to clear their name, Lola and Bert take matters into their own hands. Their investigation leads them deep into the world of celebrity and the wealthy Goddard family Vermont retreat, where they must find out once and for all who’s nice—and who’s naughty. 274 pages. Minotaur. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99 $9.50

394123X JUST MAKE BELIEVE. By Maggie Robinson. Gloucestershire, 1925. A week-long house party in the country—why not? Lady Adelaide Compton has nothing else to do now that the year of mourning for her unliftable husband is up and her plans to rekindle her romantic life have backfired. But when her hostess is found dead, Addie knows just what her Devendra Hunter of Scotland Yard. 288 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

4662720 THE ASSASSIN OF VERONA. By Benet Brandreth. Venice, 1586. William Shakespeare is disguised as a steward to investigate murders in the Republic of Venice. He finds out that the last case of a young, beautiful woman is her fateful engagement. 301 pages. Felony & Mayhem. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

3988045 THE BISHOP MURDER CASE. By S.S. Van Dine. After solving the Greene murder, Detective Chief Inspector James McLevey soon becomes involved with one of the most dangerous women he has ever encountered. 340 pages. Two Roads. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95 $9.95


3840840 LONDON CALLING. By Sara Shindan. 1912. Rose Bellaryrer Goo was last seen inside a Soho jazz club with Linton Claremont. Now her disappearance is front-page news. Linton turns to Mirabelle Bevan for help who has him cooperate with the authorities. After the police take him away, Mirabelle and her best friend Vesta, hop a train to London to discover the truth. 278 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $9.45

3490309 THE HOURGLASS FACTORY. By Deanna Raybourn. Venice, 1586. William Shakespeare is disguised as a steward to investigate murders in the Republic of Venice. He finds out that the last case of a young, beautiful woman is her fateful engagement. 301 pages. Felony & Mayhem. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

389014X THE CUP OF DEADLY POISON. By Alan F. Warner. London, 1875. Nineteen year old Eadulf, discover that the commander of the King’s bodyguard was found in the locked chamber with the body, weapon in hand. To clear the bodyguard, they must find the true culprit. 338 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99 $9.95

3893093 PENANCE OF THE DAMNED. By Peter Tremayne. Following the murder of the high priestess of Uli Fidigente are threatened with war. While investigating, Sister Fidelma and her companion Eudalt, discover that the commander of the King’s bodyguard was found in the locked chamber with the body, weapon in hand. To clear the bodyguard, they must find the true culprit. 338 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99 $9.95


3965503 THE DANCE CHARLIE. By Matthew Pearl. Five years after a series of Dante-inspired killings stunned Boston, a politician is found in a London park with a verse from the Divine Comedy etched on a stone. Enlisting the help of retired Inspector Browning, Alfred Tennyson, and Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes, Christina Rosseti tries to decipher the literary clues and unravel the secrets of Dante’s Inferno. Penguin. Pub. at $28.95 $9.95

3980544 THEMOORSGROTE PARK MURDER. By Freeman Wills Crofts. Originally published in 1923. When a signalman discovers a mutilated body inside a railway tunnel near Groote Park, it seems to be a straightforward case of a man struck by a passing train. But Inspector Van der Horst of the Middeldorp police isn’t satisfied that it was accidental and he sets out to prove foul play. 272 pages. Collins Crime Club. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

3986798 NAUGHTY ON ICE. By Maia Chance. With no choice but to unmask a killer to clear their names, Lola and Bert take matters into their own hands. Their investigation leads them deep into the world of celebrity and the wealthy Goddard family Vermont retreat, where they must find out once and for all who’s nice—and who’s naughty. 274 pages. Minotaur. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99 $9.50

3974467 THE RIGHT SORT OF MAN. By Allison Mount. London, post WWI. Iris Sparks and Gwendolyn Bainbridge lead a high life in the Ritz. But their promising start is threatened when their newest client is found dead, and the prospective husband accused. Iris and Gwendolyn don’t believe him guilty and decide to investigate on their own... without their very lives at risk. 320 pages. Minotaur. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99 $9.50
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CITY OF MASKS</td>
<td>S.D. Sykes</td>
<td>Young Lord</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MURDER AT BLACKWATER BEND</td>
<td>Clara McKenna</td>
<td>Wildhearted</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHADOWS IN TIME</td>
<td>John McEwan</td>
<td>While FBI agent</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORTUNE FAVORS THE DEAD</td>
<td>Stephen Spotswood</td>
<td>Pegasus</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$15.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLOOD OF THOMAS</td>
<td>Large PRINT</td>
<td>Oxford</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLOODY BLOOD</td>
<td>Will Thomas</td>
<td>Cambridge</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE SILENT DEATH</td>
<td>Simon Brett</td>
<td>Thames</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE FAATHERLAND FILES</td>
<td>Blotto, Twinks and the</td>
<td>Sandstone</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$12.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE King's JUSTICE</td>
<td>Will Thomas</td>
<td>London</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SECRETS OF NANNETH HALL</td>
<td>Alix Rickloff</td>
<td>Poisoned Pen</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRIGHT YOUNG DEAD</td>
<td>Jessica Fellowes</td>
<td>LARGE PRINT</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Historical Mysteries**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MURDER AT BLACKWATER BEND</td>
<td>Clara McKenna</td>
<td>Wildhearted</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHADOWS IN TIME</td>
<td>John McEwan</td>
<td>While FBI agent</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORTUNE FAVORS THE DEAD</td>
<td>Stephen Spotswood</td>
<td>Pegasus</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$15.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLOOD OF THOMAS</td>
<td>Large PRINT</td>
<td>Oxford</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLOODY BLOOD</td>
<td>Will Thomas</td>
<td>Cambridge</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE SILENT DEATH</td>
<td>Simon Brett</td>
<td>Thames</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE FAATHERLAND FILES</td>
<td>Blotto, Twinks and the</td>
<td>Sandstone</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$12.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE King's JUSTICE</td>
<td>Will Thomas</td>
<td>London</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SECRETS OF NANNETH HALL</td>
<td>Alix Rickloff</td>
<td>Poisoned Pen</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRIGHT YOUNG DEAD</td>
<td>Jessica Fellowes</td>
<td>LARGE PRINT</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Contemporary Mysteries**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CITY OF MASKS</td>
<td>S.D. Sykes</td>
<td>Young Lord</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MURDER AT BLACKWATER BEND</td>
<td>Clara McKenna</td>
<td>Wildhearted</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHADOWS IN TIME</td>
<td>John McEwan</td>
<td>While FBI agent</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FORTUNE FAVORS THE DEAD</td>
<td>Stephen Spotswood</td>
<td>Pegasus</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$15.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLOOD OF THOMAS</td>
<td>Large PRINT</td>
<td>Oxford</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLOODY BLOOD</td>
<td>Will Thomas</td>
<td>Cambridge</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$19.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE SILENT DEATH</td>
<td>Simon Brett</td>
<td>Thames</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE FAATHERLAND FILES</td>
<td>Blotto, Twinks and the</td>
<td>Sandstone</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$12.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE King's JUSTICE</td>
<td>Will Thomas</td>
<td>London</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SECRETS OF NANNETH HALL</td>
<td>Alix Rickloff</td>
<td>Poisoned Pen</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$14.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRIGHT YOUNG DEAD</td>
<td>Jessica Fellowes</td>
<td>LARGE PRINT</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>$18.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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one where ever-changing loyalties can have tragic consequences. Maigret is savoring a beautiful spring morning in Paris when an disappearance of a key witness lead Maigret to some disturbing

By Georges Simenon.

Kurt Wallander must solve the murder before an already tense situation explodes. 280 pages. Vintage. Paperback. $15.00

Jeff M arle, have arri ved from Paris to investigate the grueso me death. Ori ginally

By Sara Blaede. An online flirtation can have horrific consequences, as Detective Louise Ricck discovers when she is called to a small neighborhood where a young woman has been left bound and gagged after a brutal rape attack. With the Internet as his playground, the Internet gang is maintaining a virtual identity. Louise can unmask him. 386 pages. Grand

By Sara Blaede.

The murder seethe beneath a veneer o f

By Sara Blaede.

On Blak Street, a film from the classic noir period. It was never released because the star, Van Oliver disappeared while the movie was in production. It has become a legend in Hollywood.

By Sara Blaede. Another one of Hollywood's unsolved mysteries. Valentino is now tasked with finding out what happened to the star. 221 pages. Forge. Public. $25.99
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The Legend of Sleepy Hollow. By Washington Irving. This tale of a timid schoolmaster who finds himself in the midst of a supernatural tale, including the enduring classic Rip Van Winkle. 286 pages. Arcturus. Sold out.


Bleak House. By Charles Dickens. Published in 1853, and inspired by an actual court case that dragged on for more than 50 years, Dickens drew upon his own experiences as a law clerk and plaintiff to enliven his novel, which remains utterly contemporary in its portrayal of a system invested in making money for itself at the expense of its plaintiffs. 800 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. $4.95.


Christmas Carol. By Charles Dickens. The story of the misery-penny-pinning Ebenezer Scrooge who views Christmas as “humbug.” Only through a series of eerie visits from the spirits of Christmas past, present, and future, does he begin to see the error of his ways. This compact collector’s edition is bound with gilt-edged pages and a ribbon bookmark. 143 pages. Macmillan. Paperback. $7.95.

Hard Times. By Charles Dickens. The backdrop to this campaigning novel is the grim industrial center of Coketown, with its belching chimney’s, purple-dyed river, and honking omnibus mill hands. Dickens’ shortest novel, yet one of his most politically controversial and hard-hitting. 253 pages. Arcturus. Paperback. $4.95.

236 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound. $15.99


308 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $14.00


earned a living by selling stories. Includes all the age old favorites such as the wily fox, the vain peacock, the predatory cat and the steady tortoise.

749 pages. Canterbury Classics. Pub. at $24.95

134 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $14.00
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chain of events. 341 pages. Atria. Pub. at $17.95. 

394082 US AGAINST YOU. By Fredrik Backman. The residents of Beartown have always been able to rely on each other. But when a machine takes their ice hockey team, and a candidate at a comeback, setting the town up to its most challenging days. 434 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00.


399057 HER FATHER’S SECRET. By Sara Blaedel. Following her father’s sudden death, Ilka Jensen has impulsively abandoned her quiet life in Denmark to visit the rural Wisconsin town where he ran the local funeral home. There, she’s devastated to discover her father’s second family, two half-sisters she never knew existed. 310 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $26.00.

399091 ALWAYS. By Sarah Jo. Enjoying a romantic candlelit dinner with her fiancé Ryan, Kally can’t believe her good fortune. She has a great job, and is engaged to a guy who is perfect in nearly every way. But as she and Ryan leave the restaurant, Kaily offers her bag of leftovers to a homeless man on the street, and in so doing, she decides to see if she is the love of her life, Cade McAllister. 297 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $13.95.


399043 THE DAISY CHILDREN. By Colleen Coale. Dana has already learned that her life isn’t safe, but could it be different in Rock Harbor? The idyllic town hides more danger and secrets than it first appeared. Dana is continually drawn to her new friend Boone, who has a life of secrets. Soon on the rain past collides with the mysteries of her new home, threatening to keep her from happiness. 351 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $24.95.

397802 EMPIRE OF WILDE. By Aya de Leon. This chilling story traces two harrowing years as ex-convict Frank La Salle, a young woman, travels westward from Camden New Jersey where he abducted her, to San Jose, forever altering not only her life but also the lives of her family, friends, and those she meets along the way. 528 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $37.95.


3977620 A HEALING JUSTICE. By Kristin von Kreisler. Haunted by self-doubt, police officer Andrea Brady is in danger of losing everything—her career, her freedom, and the critically injured dog who’s her soul mate. But as she finds kind allies in her Puget Sound community, she embarks on a journey of healing for both Andie and her canine companion. 288 pages. Kensington. Pub. at $15.95.

399057 HER FATHER’S SECRET. By Sara Blaedel. Following her father’s sudden death, Ilka Jensen has impulsively abandoned her quiet life in Denmark to visit the rural Wisconsin town where he ran the local funeral home. There, she’s devastated to discover her father’s second family, two half-sisters she never knew existed. 310 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $26.00.

399091 ALWAYS. By Sarah Jo. Enjoying a romantic candlelit dinner with her fiancé Ryan, Kally can’t believe her good fortune. She has a great job, and is engaged to a guy who is perfect in nearly every way. But as she and Ryan leave the restaurant, Kaily offers her bag of leftovers to a homeless man on the street, and in so doing, she decides to see if she is the love of her life, Cade McAllister. 270 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $27.00.

399057 HER FATHER’S SECRET. By Sara Blaedel. Following her father’s sudden death, Ilka Jensen has impulsively abandoned her quiet life in Denmark to visit the rural Wisconsin town where he ran the local funeral home. There, she’s devastated to discover her father’s second family, two half-sisters she never knew existed. 310 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $26.00.

399091 ALWAYS. By Sarah Jo. Enjoying a romantic candlelit dinner with her fiancé Ryan, Kally can’t believe her good fortune. She has a great job, and is engaged to a guy who is perfect in nearly every way. But as she and Ryan leave the restaurant, Kaily offers her bag of leftovers to a homeless man on the street, and in so doing, she decides to see if she is the love of her life, Cade McAllister. 270 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $27.00.

399091 ALWAYS. By Sarah Jo. Enjoying a romantic candlelit dinner with her fiancé Ryan, Kally can’t believe her good fortune. She has a great job, and is engaged to a guy who is perfect in nearly every way. But as she and Ryan leave the restaurant, Kaily offers her bag of leftovers to a homeless man on the street, and in so doing, she decides to see if she is the love of her life, Cade McAllister. 270 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $27.00.
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4659844 A DEFENSE OF HONOR. By Kristi

4501564 CLARA’S WISH. By Beth Shriver. Zack is nothing like the man

2977092 TWO SINFUL SECRETS. By Lauren

3871396 SPRING FEVER. By Mary Kay Andrews. Annajane

3984947 THE AMISH CHRISTMAS CANDLE. By Kelly Long et al. Novellas. Three lonely hearts desire the magic of the Christmas season.

2978674 DELICIOUSLY SINFUL. By Lilli

3901628 THE GIRL HE USED TO KNOW. By Katherine

3707778 WIND RIVER PROTECTOR. By

3187783 IRISH MEADOWS. By Susan Anne

3572402 CHRISTMAS WITH YOU. By Nora Roberts. Novellas.

3937070 AN AMISH MIRACLE. By Beth Wiseman et al. Novellas. Three stories were inspired by the miracle of an 18-year old girl; Always His Providence by Ruth Reid, about a widow who has one month to pay her taxes; and Always in My Heart by Mary Ellis, about a woman and the son she gave up fifteen years ago. 368 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

3984947 THE AMISH CHRISTMAS CANDLE. By Kelly Long et al. Novellas. Three lonely hearts desire the magic of the Christmas season.

3901546 CLARA’S WISH. By Beth Shriver. Zack is nothing like the man

2977092 TWO SINFUL SECRETS. By Lauren
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3937070 AN AMISH MIRACLE. By Beth Wiseman et al. Novellas. Three stories were inspired by the miracle of an 18-year old girl; Always His Providence by Ruth Reid, about a widow who has one month to pay her taxes; and Always in My Heart by Mary Ellis, about a woman and the son she gave up fifteen years ago. 368 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95
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3572402 CHRISTMAS WITH YOU. By Nora Roberts. Novellas.

3937070 AN AMISH MIRACLE. By Beth Wiseman et al. Novellas. Three stories were inspired by the miracle of an 18-year old girl; Always His Providence by Ruth Reid, about a widow who has one month to pay her taxes; and Always in My Heart by Mary Ellis, about a woman and the son she gave up fifteen years ago. 368 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95
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3572402 CHRISTMAS WITH YOU. By Nora Roberts. Novellas.

3937070 AN AMISH MIRACLE. By Beth Wiseman et al. Novellas. Three stories were inspired by the miracle of an 18-year old girl; Always His Providence by Ruth Reid, about a widow who has one month to pay her taxes; and Always in My Heart by Mary Ellis, about a woman and the son she gave up fifteen years ago. 368 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95
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3187783 IRISH MEADOWS. By Susan Anne

3572402 CHRISTMAS WITH YOU. By Nora Roberts. Novellas.

3937070 AN AMISH MIRACLE. By Beth Wiseman et al. Novellas. Three stories were inspired by the miracle of an 18-year old girl; Always His Providence by Ruth Reid, about a widow who has one month to pay her taxes; and Always in My Heart by Mary Ellis, about a woman and the son she gave up fifteen years ago. 368 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

3984947 THE AMISH CHRISTMAS CANDLE. By Kelly Long et al. Novellas. Three lonely hearts desire the magic of the Christmas season.

2978674 DELICIOUSLY SINFUL. By Lilli
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3937070 AN AMISH MIRACLE. By Beth Wiseman et al. Novellas. Three stories were inspired by the miracle of an 18-year old girl; Always His Providence by Ruth Reid, about a widow who has one month to pay her taxes; and Always in My Heart by Mary Ellis, about a woman and the son she gave up fifteen years ago. 368 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95
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Romance

456733 THE MERIEST MAGNOLIA. By Michelle Major. Returning to Magnolia was never in Dylan’s plans—it holds too many reminders that he would never be good enough, and memories of the girl he left behind. But when a tragedy leaves him guardian of a teenager, Dylan returns, ready to remade the town into something only money can buy. 347 pages. HQN. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

397052 THE WEDDING DATE DISASTER. By Avery Flynn. Hadley can’t believe she’s about to get married to the man her father’s gonna need a wingman and a whole lot of vodka for this level of family interaction. And when her bestie’s evil, but gorgeous, twin steps up to help her deal with all the guests, Hadley figures game over. But between Pictionary and the teasing glint in his eyes, their bickering somehow turns to passion. 334 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. $8.99 $6.95

381069 HOT WINTER NIGHTS. By Jill Shalvis. Happy to get her first case, Molly Malone, office hunter at Hunt Investigations, could really use a distraction from the fantasies she’s been having since spending the night with her very secret crush. Nothing happened, but that Lucas knows that; but Molly just wants to enjoy being a little naughty for once. 248 pages. Avon. Pub. at $26.99 $24.95

287549 THE DAY OF THE DUCHESS. By Sarah MacLean. Malcolm Bevingstoke, Duke of Haven, has lived the last three years in self-imposed solitude, paying the price for a mistake he can never reverse and a love he thought he lost forever. After years in exile, Seraphina, Duchess of Haven, returns to London with a single goal—to reclaim the life and find happiness, unencumbered by the man who broke her heart. 290 pages. Avon. Pub. at $29.99 $26.99

398915 THE GREEK’S PENNLESS CHILDBRIDE. By Joanna Shale. Auburn is in a bind and needs a plus-one for the Brympton ball. For Ivy. Long filled with memories of her beloved late husband and reminders that life isn’t always happily ever after. When Ivy ends up with custody of an abandoned baby girl, Duke of Zavara, she’ll have a Christmas miracle, and she’ll make little Zuzu’s first Christmas a good one—especially with the help of her friend Gabe Liedbetter. 312 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

398982 THE PRINCESS. By Lori Wick. When a simple woman agrees to an arranged marriage with a widowed prince, can the faith they share overcome the barriers between them? A beautifully bound, gold foil-stamped collector’s edition. 299 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.99

396791 SECRETS OF CAVENDON. By Kathleen Fuller. Brenna has so desperately needed. But she’ll live the last three years in new Amish settlement. Eli never imagined such a modern approach to good ol’ fashioned courting—no one wants to be a catch, a trap, or swipe away. Stories include A Christmas Visitor, A Fool for You, AN AMISH CHRISTMAS GIFT, The Memory House. 374 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $26.99 $9.99

391117 AN AMERICAN MARRIAGE. By Taylor Johnson. Newlyweds, Celebrity and Roy, are set in their new home. 310 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. $7.99 $5.95

3980294 A COLDWATER WARM HEARTS CHRISTMAS. By Lexi Eldridge. While high school English teacher, Angie Holloway, tries to put past the annual Christmas pageant, her assistant Seth tries to tolerate her correcting his grammar, and they both resist the locals who insist on pushing them together. 268 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $12.99


462121 THE ULTIMATE BETRAYAL. By Kimberly Klawon. Will she find the answers of her heart? Alicia divorced her second husband, the most womanizing and corrupt man she has ever known. Since then, Alicia has been rekindling a romance with the only man she knew how to love and honor. In a sea of seduction: whom she’d been infatuated to in the past. But the drug dealer she cheated with has been released from prison and wants her back. 357 pages. Grand Central. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $12.99

3820033 WHEN LOVE FINDS YOU. By Virginia Wear. Scandal drove Catrina from her life as a wealthy Englishwoman’s pampered daughter to a reluctant membership in Pennsylvania’s thriving new Amish settlement. Elfie never imagined such a spirited woman would look his way, but Catrina’s vivacity and kindness have him impulsively proposing. But they both will have to find strength in their bond if they are to have a future together. 342 pages. Zebra. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

393357X WILD COWBOY NIGHTS. By Katherine Garberae. In Fools of London I was interested in the role of town spinner and being a hell-raiser Adam Meyer is the perfect way to scandalize the residents. In Fool Me Once Aubry is in a bind and needs a plus-one for a convention. In A Fool for You, it’s been years since Hope left Devil’s Falls, land of sexy cowboys and bad memories—and now she’s back. 589 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.99

386621 THE MEMORY HOUSE. By Rachel Hauck. Fifty years separate the lives of Beck Holiday and Everleigh Applegate, but through the power of love and the miracle of faith, they will each find healing in a beautiful Victorian known affectionately as The Memory House. 374 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $26.99 $9.99

3937491 A PRINCESS BY CHRISTMAS. By Julia London. Mark Brennan, a modern kind of treachery and threat that keeps the hero of his home courted by Wessonia, but he must proceed with caution, no one must know. But Hollis Honeycutt’s curling-blue eyes seem to know more than she’s letting on. And so she must find the question the role of love and passion in a woman’s life and if it matters for a clergymen’s wife. 286 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $9.99

3980715 THAT MISTLETOE MOMENT. By Cat Johnson et al. Novellas. As the holidays descend, three single women take a thorough modern approach to good ol’ fashioned romance—not the best gift of all is just a click, a tap, or swipe away. Stories include A Boyfriend by Christmas by Cat Johnson; All I Want for Christmas is By Kate Angell, and Her Christmas Charm by Karen Witemeyer. 342 pages. HQN. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.99


3937054 AN AMISH CHRISTMAS GIFT. By Amy Clifton et al. Novellas. In Naomí’s Gift, Naomí might receive more than she has ever hoped for this Christmas. In An Unexpected Joy, Abigail has性别; other suitors away, but can Micah find a way to show her his love? In A Christmas Visitor, Mary Martin returns to Bee County for Christmas, but her heart stays back in Missouri with an Englisch farm boy. 409 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.99 $9.99

39733X SMOKE SCREEN. By Terri Blackstock. As Nate and Brenna deal with the presents, a little distraction about the fate of the murder of Brennan’s father, along with a wildfire that’s threatening their town, the past keeps nagging. Nate is the steady force Brenna needs. But she’ll have to learn to trust him again first. 344 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.99 $19.99

3969592 CASANOVA’S SECRET WIFE. By Barbara Lynn-Davis. Caterina Caprera was an innocent girl of fourteen when she caught his attention. Her father, Giacomo Casanova, had a fiery young and his true love, Giacomo Casanova. Intoxicated by a fierce love, she wed Casanova in secret. But his shocking betrayal inspired her to commit an act that would mark her forever. 346 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $12.00

LIMTED QUANTITY ★ 3933997 REUNION AT THE SHORE. By Lee Tobin McClain. Ria and Drew Martin’s chemistry had always kept their marriage together until suddenly it didn’t. Now a single mom, Ria is a los at when one of her teen daughters starts spiraling. Panicked, she calls on their estranged ex-husband for backup, but she’s not prepared for the man he’s become, or the unexpected emotions that still linger between them. 315 pages. HQN. Paperbound. Pub. at $10.99 $8.99

See more titles at erhbc.com/838
LIMITED QUANTITY 3994856 PASSING THROUGH PARADISE. By Susan Wiggs. Two years ago Sandra was the happily married wife of Victory Winslow, a politician who could do no wrong and the favorite son of a town called Paradise. But ever since she lost her husband in a mysterious fire, Leilah lives under a dark cloud of suspicion—until she meets Mike Malloy, 451 pages. Grand Central. Pap. at $15.99. SOLD OUT

4663098 SUMMER BY SUMMER. By Heather Burch. When Summer took a job as a nanny for a family friend, she imagined it would be the perfect break between high school and college. And while she adores her charge, Josie, she can’t say the same for her employers’ oldest son, Bray. 262 pages. Brink. Pap. at $9.99

**4653211 CHRISTMAS IN PEPPERCORN STREET.** By Anna Jacobs. Luke and his teenage daughter are at odds, and in a nearby village, Claire is trying to avoid her sadistic ex-husband. When Claire’s dog causes a car accident involving her and Luke, their lives are thrown together. Perhaps this chance meeting can give Claire and Luke the best present of all: a new family. 318 pages. Avon. Pap. at $9.99

**3942236 THE DEVIL OF TOWN.** By Joanna Shupe. Justine Greene is devoted to tracking down deadbeat husbands and fighting for fair working conditions in the Bowery. Forming an alliance with Manhattan kickboxer Jack Mulligan, they discover an unexpected desire. But when Justine’s past catches up with her, Jack may be her only hope of survival. Is she ready to fight for the man she loves and a new and lasting love? 262 pages. St. Martin’s. Pap. at $7.99

**4668685 A HIGHLANDER IS COMING TO TOWN.** By Laura Trentham. To Claire, the Scottish lead singer of a touring band, Highland, Georgia is the perfect place to hide—until a very handsome and deeply inspired Highlander comes. With the questions Claire doesn’t want to ask. 282 pages. Blink. Pap. at $12.99

**4668677 A HIGHLANDER IN A PICKUP.** By Laura Trentham. When Iain Conners decides to travel to the U.S. to take charge of the Highland Games, he surprises Anna MacLoud, who believes she’s helping her best friend run the games. What’s worse about this liaison is he’s so infuriatingly handsome that she can’t help but fall in love about him whenever he shows up in her ear in his rumbly, sexy brogue. 309 pages. St. Martin’s. Pap. at $7.99

**3989693 HOMEFRONT HEROINES.** By Johnnie Alexander et al. Novellas. Relive life on the American homefront as four women of the WWII era join the workforce and discover romance in surprising ways: by Rita Gerachis; Mary Roberts; Becky Hamill; and Annette Cameron. Only Forever by Lauralee Bliss; Blue Moon by Johnnie Alexander; and Dream a Little Dream by Amanda Barrett. 443 pages. Barbour. Pap. at $14.99

**3970694 THE HATING GAME.** By Sally Thorne. Now that they’re up for the same promotion, Lucy and Joshua’s battle of wits has come to a head and Lucy refuses to back down when their latest game could cost her her dream job. But when Lucy and Joshua reach a boiling point—but Lucy is discovering that maybe she doesn’t hate Joshua. 374 pages. Morrow. Pap. at $14.99

**3996658 HOLIDAY LIGHTS.** Novellas. In this anthology of four stories of those women who love him mos t—driving away his girlfriend’s trust and love. But maybe it’s not too late to make a new start. 449 pages. MIRA. Pap. at $15.99

**3996701 ME AND MY GIRL.** By C.N. Phillips. When ex-50-year-old Matteo tells her best friend, Jordan Heart, the kind of woman she thinks he should be with, she is describing herself. She has secretly been in love with Jordan for years. But now she’s ready to set aside her feelings and help him find the woman he truly loves. 295 pages. Avon. Pap. at $12.99

**399680X TOUCHING COWBOY.** By Rhett Graham. After facial reconstructive surgery, attractive, in-demand, and now legally single Dr. Nora Walsh is ready for his next title bout—but his toughest match may be with the sports journalist assigned to write his biography. No one wants a fighter who she’s not only gorgeous, but very dangerous. 342 pages. Barbour. Pap. at $12.99

**3989674 ONE NAMED CHRISTMAS.** By Sherryl Woods. With her kids and their families absent this year for the holidays, Catherine, a widow, is worried. But things change when her good friend invites her on a Christmas cruise to celebrate something different. Every day is an adventure and she’s making new friends, including the lovable Sophie Mills. 318 pages. MIRA. Pap. at $15.99

**3979733 SOMEONE TO ROMANCE.** By Marie Ferrarella. Rancher Archer Thorne has lost interest in the glittering excitement of romance. But when she meets the mysterious Gabriel Trewlove, the illegitimate son of a duke, she becomes fascinated. Gabriel is drawn to the man. He is drawn to her. When Jessica questions who Gabriel really is and watches the lengths to which he will go in order to protect those who rely on him, she must overcome. 295 pages. Avon. Pap. at $12.99

**3985546I TIGER IN THE JUNGLE.** By Laura Lee Guhrke. A beautiful young librarian causes a car accident involving her and Luke, Claire is trying to avoid her ex-husband. When Christopher arrives, his Amish faith—now what’s keeping Luke and Juli a grow closer and their fragile friendship grows stronger, Luke wants to be with Juli a, an Englisher; but the attraction to the fierce warrior Niels. 282 pages. Berkley. Pap. at $9.95

**3989658 SOLD OUT.** The perfect place to hide—until a very handsome and deeply inspired Highlander comes. With the questions Claire doesn’t want to ask. 282 pages. Blink. Pap. at $12.99

2845806 SURRENDER TO THE HIGHLANDER. By Lynsay Sands. Lady Edith Drummond led a life of luxury and luxury and luxury, and in 2011, a special cameo is gifted by Queen Victoria to Leilah, who meets the perfect gentleman minutes after donning it. 466 pages. Berkley. Pap. at $12.99


**3985652 A DUCK’S GUIDE TO EVERYTHING.** By Amy Clapton. With each day Nicholas Lyon spends with Thamsa Thorne, his resolve to return to the life he has built in London weakens as their wills collide to explosive desire. She could use the good things in life—because she is only a patient. But as secrets are exposed, Mick must decide what he really is and watches the lengths to which he will go in order to protect those who rely on him.

**2845806 SURRENDER TO THE HIGHLANDER.** By Lynsay Sands. Lady Edith Drummond led a life of luxury and luxury, and in 2011, a special cameo is gifted by Queen Victoria to Leilah, who meets the perfect gentleman minutes after donning it. 466 pages. Berkley. Pap. at $12.99


**398060X PERFECT PLEASURES.** By Deborah Methods. In 1585, a sharp-tongued woman causes a car accident involving her and Luke, Claire is trying to avoid her ex-husband. When Christopher arrives, his Amish faith—now what’s keeping Luke and Juli a grow closer and their fragile friendship grows stronger, Luke wants to be with Juli a, an Englisher; but the attraction to the fierce warrior Niels. 282 pages. Berkley. Pap. at $9.95

**3996701 ME AND MY GIRL.** By C.N. Phillips. When ex-50-year-old Matteo tells her best friend, Jordan Heart, the kind of woman she thinks he should be with, she is describing herself. She has secretly been in love with Jordan for years. But now she’s ready to set aside her feelings and help him find the woman he truly loves. 295 pages. Avon. Pap. at $12.99

**3985546I TIGER IN THE JUNGLE.** By Laura Lee Guhrke. A beautiful young librarian causes a car accident involving her and Luke, Claire is trying to avoid her ex-husband. When Christopher arrives, his Amish faith—now what’s keeping Luke and Juli a grow closer and their fragile friendship grows stronger, Luke wants to be with Juli a, an Englisher; but the attraction to the fierce warrior Niels. 282 pages. Berkley. Pap. at $9.95


**2845806 SURRENDER TO THE HIGHLANDER.** By Lynsay Sands. Lady Edith Drummond led a life of luxury and luxury, and in 2011, a special cameo is gifted by Queen Victoria to Leilah, who meets the perfect gentleman minutes after donning it. 466 pages. Berkley. Pap. at $12.99


**2845806 SURRENDER TO THE HIGHLANDER.** By Lynsay Sands. Lady Edith Drummond led a life of luxury and luxury, and in 2011, a special cameo is gifted by Queen Victoria to Leilah, who meets the perfect gentleman minutes after donning it. 466 pages. Berkley. Pap. at $12.99

3990230 BOWLAWAY. By Elizabeth McCracken. From the day she is discovered under a bridge in New Orleans by a kindly old woman, Bola learns to navigate the city's tight streets and to survive. She's damn good at it. McCracken, author of An Empire of Sea, delivers a novel that is both tender and fierce. $27.99. 379 pages. Ecco. Pub. at $27.99 $9.95

3988584 THE DYING OF THE LIGHT. By Robert Goolrick. Carrying the weight of her family's unspoken secrets, Esme questions whether her marriage to David is her undoing. The author of Rose Trilogy, the story of a young couple, has brought us another masterful novel. $15.99. 391 pages. Graywolf. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

3993096 LIGHT A PENNY CANDLE. By Cathy Sharp. A study in family and loyalty, the sequel to the beloved novel Light the Ivory Candle, follows the story of a family of migrant workers and the challenges they face in their new home. $4.95. 359 pages. NAL. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $3.95

3987899 THE RAIN WATCHER. By Tatiana de Rosnay. As the City of Light dims under relentless rain, the Seine bursts its banks and floods the city. This profound and intense story of love and redemption explores how a family reunion under tragic circumstances and how the present is inseparable from the past. 229 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $27.99 $9.95

3985688 SISTERS AND SECRETS. By Jennifer Graziano. There is nothing more complicated than the relationships among family—this is the case in the Grazianos' life. Amidst a fight over land to create a sustainable ranch, all while learning that the important lessons of their pasts can be used to build a beautiful future. 376 pages. Harper. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

4673883 IT DEVOURS!. By J. Fink & J. Crane. Nilanathan is an outsider to the town of Night Vale. Working for Carlos, the town's top financier, he learns to survive and eventually becomes a partner in the city's mismanaged corporation in the sky, where God, the Sun, and the Moon are all just stories people tell themselves. $19.99. 427 pages. Titan. Pub. at $18.99 $9.95

3993568 TIN MAN. By Sarah Winman. Ellis and Michael are twelve-year-old boys when they first become friends, and for a long time it is just the two of them cycling the streets of Oxford, teaching themselves how to swim, doing the dishes, and dodging the first of overbearing fathers. Many years later, Ellis is married to Annie, and Michael is nowhere in sight. What happened in between? $12.95. 214 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $14.00 $4.95

3989022 TIN MAN. By Sarah Winman. Ellis and Michael are twelve-year-old boys when they first become friends, and for a long time it is just the two of them cycling the streets of Oxford, teaching themselves how to swim, doing the dishes, and dodging the first of overbearing fathers. Many years later, Ellis is married to Annie, and Michael is nowhere in sight. What happened in between? $12.95. 214 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $14.00 $4.95

3989229 ARMED & READY. By Danielle Steel. A love story of a mother and daughter who finally find each other after years of separation. $8.99. 366 pages. Dell. Pub. at $8.99 $5.95

5770566 LIGHT A PENNY CANDLE. By Mavee Binhay, 586 pages. NAL. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95


3779584 CLAY'S QUILT. By Silas House. 292 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $9.95


3990761 THE LONE PINE. By Andrew Whittaker. In a quiet town in the Canadian Rockies, a man must confront his past as he tries to save the park from a group of developers. $15.99. 345 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $27.99 $9.95

3990823 THE LONE PINE. By Andrew Whittaker. In a quiet town in the Canadian Rockies, a man must confront his past as he tries to save the park from a group of developers. $15.99. 345 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $27.99 $9.95

3989822 TIN MAN. By Sarah Winman. Ellis and Michael are twelve-year-old boys when they first become friends, and for a long time it is just the two of them cycling the streets of Oxford, teaching themselves how to swim, doing the dishes, and dodging the first of overbearing fathers. Many years later, Ellis is married to Annie, and Michael is nowhere in sight. What happened in between? $12.95. 214 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $14.00 $4.95

3944549 AN ABSOLUTELY REMARKABLE THING. By Hank Green. April stumbles across a giant sculpture wearing a suit of samurai armor. April and her friend make a video and upload it to YouTube. News spreads that there are Carlos T. Tripod, the famous artist, and a panel of experts on the center of an intense international media spotlight. Just what is a Carlos, and what do they want? 343 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $26.95 $9.95

3992716 FOOLS' GOLD. By Dolores Hart. A tale of two young people—two boys just released after being incarcerated for a juvenile offense, and an orphaned girl living in a house full of secrets—whose lives are rapidly coming apart as they begin a simple plan of robbery. Originally published in 1958. 244 pages. Library of America. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95


3685499 LAST BUS TO WISDOM. By Ivan Doig. 453 pages. Riverhead. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $3.95
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4678907 BELLWETHER. By Susanna Kearseey. It’s late summer in 1759, war is on the horizon, and families are torn apart by divided loyalties and deadly secrets. In this complex and dangerous time, a young captured French Canadian lieutenant is billeted with a Long Island Family an unwelcome guest. 434 pages. Sourcebooks. Pub. at $26.99 $9.95

4656511 A SHOUT IN THE RUINS. By Kevin Powers. Spanning over one hundred years, from the adolescence era to the 1980s, the story examines the fates of the inhabitants of Beauvais Plantation, outside Richmond, Virginia. Seamlessly interwoven is the story of George Seldom, orphaned by the storm of the Civil War, looking back from the 1950s on the void where his childhood ought to have been. 262 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

4350099 BENEATH THE ATTIC. By V.C. Andrews. Two generations before Corinne Foxworth lacked her children in an attic, her grandmother, Corinne Dixon, is swept away by the charms of the handsome Garfield Matthews. Misfortunes drive them both to a new home, Corrine discovers that nothing is what it seems. A Flowers in the Attic tie-in. 394 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $6.95

4353323 THE WONDER. By Emma Donoghue. A village in 1850 Ireland is baffled by Anna O’Donnell’s fast. The girl seems to be thriving for months without food. As Anna deteriorates, Lib her nurse finds herself responsible for not just the care of the child, but for learning the truth about the girl who may actually be the victim of slow murder. 297 pages. Little. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

3835260 FOOLS AND MORTALS. By Bernard Cornwell. Richard Shakespeare dreams of being a London playhouse owner, but in truth he is a struggling actor, his marriage a sham, and his past a mystery. In a world dominated by his older brother, William. But Richard is a penniless actor, and when a priceless manuscript goes missing, suspicion falls on him. Richard is forced onto a perilous path through a bawdy and frequently dangerous London, where he must risk all and play the part of a lifetime. 370 pages. Harper. Paperback at $27.99 $4.95

3835354 SWORD SONG. By Bernard Cornwell. Book four of The Last Kingdom. The year is 885, and England is at peace. Warrior by instinct and Viking by nature, Uhtred, the dispossessed son of a Northumbrian lord, has land, a wife and children—and a duty to King Alfred to hold the frontier on the Thames. But new Vikings have invaded the decayed Roman city of London with dreams of conquering Wessex–with Uhtred’s help. 342 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

3873331 FOOLS AND MORTALS. By Bernard Cornwell. Richard Shakespeare dreams of being a London playhouse owner, but in truth he is a struggling actor, his marriage a sham, and his past a mystery. In a world dominated by his older brother, William. But Richard is a penniless actor, and when a priceless manuscript goes missing, suspicion falls on him. Richard is forced onto a perilous path through a bawdy and frequently dangerous London, where he must risk all and play the part of a lifetime. 370 pages. Harper. Paperback at $27.99 $4.95

4680405 THE UNSUITABLE. By Molly Fohlig. Isolot Wince is a Victorian woman who is not only a dazzling beauty, but also a_Source

3825000 THE WINTER ORPHAN. By Cathy Sharp. Abandoned as a baby, Bella has never been treated with unkindness; she is, after all, the most beautiful child in the village. But when she is sold as a servant girl to a cruel master, she must find a way to survive and reclaim her life outside the workhouse. 358 pages. HarperCollins. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

4971376 SALAMIS. By Harry Turtledove. The fifth standalone novel in Turtledove’s critically acclaimed Hellenic Theater, detailing the rise of two empires, Menedemos and Sostratos, who work as seaborne traders following the death of Alexander the Great. 268 pages. Caesik. Paperback at $16.99 $12.95

3979253 THE COLUMBUS CODE. By Mike Evans. Secret Service agent John Winters is determined to find out why Christopher Columbus set out to discover the New World. 365 pages. Worthy. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

3910066 THE CHILDREN’S BLOCK. By Otto Kraus. Alex is a poet, a prisoner, and a teacher in block 31 in Auschwitz-Birkenau, also known as the Children’s Block. He hungers to survive and covertly instructing his young charges, all while shielding them as best he can. Teaching them is not the only illicit activity that Alex is involved in. Alex is a member of the mysterious Miss Graham, a woman who exposes the secrets of others, while closely guarding her own. 340 pages. Harper. Paperback. $26.99 $4.95

3844668 ANOTHER SIDE OF PARADE. By Dan Jenkins. Sports columnist Shilah Graham’s star is on the rise, while literary wonder boy F. Scott Fitzgerald’s career is slowly drowning in boozes. But the once-famous author is not only struggling with his addictions but with the love of his life:疣ous, beautiful Miss Graham, a woman who exposes the secrets of others, while closely guarding her own. 340 pages. Harper. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99 $4.95

3977123 THE REVENANT. By Michael Punke. 1823. When the eighteen-year-old Jack Glass is made an orphan in a war that shook the foundations of the ancient world. But there’s more to this tale of these heroes than we know. 391 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $29.95 $5.95

4667301 FOR THE MOST BEAUTIFUL. By Emily Hauser. Three thousand years ago a war took place where legends were born—Achilles, the greatest of the Greeks, and Hector, prince of Troy. But when a prizewinning twenty-first-century detective has read the original story, an introduction that situates the work in historical and biographical context, thorough annotations, and the addition of significant archival material related to Twain, Buffalo Bill Cody, and actress Minnie Fiske. Illus. 176 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

3864677 AMERICA’S OUTLAWS AND THE TREASURES THEY LEFT BEHIND. By W.C. Jameson. Combining the allure of outlaws from the Wild West with the mystery of lost treasure, renowned treasure hunter W.C. Jameson has adapted thirty of his favorite outlaw tales to create this collection of compelling stories. Illus. 252 pages. August House. Paperback Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

3871096 BRING UP THE BODIES. By Hilary Mantel. The sequel to Wolf Hall. Though he battles for years to marry her, Henry VIII has become disillusioned with Anne Boleyn. she has failed to give him a son, and her sharp intelligence and strong will have alienated his old friends. Henry turns to Thomas Cromwell to bring her down. 406 pages. Picador. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

398481 X WOLF HALL. By Hilary Mantel. In the ruthless arena of King Henry VIII’s court, only one man dares gamble his life to win the king’s favor and ascend to the heights of political power: Thomas Cromwell. His story unfolds here. 604 pages. Hand of Zeus. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $12.95

4675967 A HORSE’S TALE. By Mark Twain. First published in 1921, the text of Twain’s original story, an introduction that situates the work in historical and biographical context, thorough annotations, and the addition of significant archival material related to Twain, Buffalo Bill Cody, and actress Minnie Fiske. Illus. 176 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

4391793 WARRIOR OF W ODEN. By Matthew Hardy. AD 642. Oswald has reigned over Mercia and Bedeord has led the king to ever greater victories. Reward for his faithful and prowess in battle. Bedeord is now a wealthy warlord with a sizable workforce. When Persia demands the king’s crown, Bedeord is once more called upon to defend the kingdom. 402 pages. Head of Zeus. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $12.95

4973876 ETERNITY. By Anthony Trollope. Dr. Thorne is a dignified and untheatrical old man who is aghast when he discovers the remains of all his father’s old friends. Henry turns to Thomas Cromwell to bring her down. 406 pages. Picador. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

4384814 WOLF HALL. By Hilary Mantel. In the ruthless arena of King Henry VIII’s court, only one man dares gamble his life to win the king’s favor and ascend to the heights of political power: Thomas Cromwell. His story unfolds here. 604 pages. Hand of Zeus. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $12.95

4395632 COMMODOUS. By Simon Tumey. The North African Empire stands on the brink of true disaster. But one man tries to hold the fracturing empire together, the Emperor Commodus. But Commodus is breaking up himself, and when Damascus, and actress Minnie Fiske. Illus. 176 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95

3954132 SEXTON BLAKE AND THE SPY CHICKEN. By Mike Haddon. As the battle for the World War II spheres, adventuring detective Sexton Blake pits his intellect and physical prowess against the machinations of the Kaiser. A band of traitors join Blake to bring the world to its knees. They also explain why Western nations have such a deep mistrust of their enemies. 482 pages. Orion. Paperback. Pub. at $13.99 $9.95

4395424 ENEMIES OF THE STATE: Personal Stories from the Gulag. Ed. by Donald N. Bindoff. Contains excerpts from ten of the most widely read books from the “gulag” literature from the 1930s. These riveting stories are dramatic by nature and provide a glimpse into the heroic best. They also explain why Western readers developed such a deep mistrust of “peaceful coexistence” with any Communist nation. 276 pages. Ivan R. Dee. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

4395313 TIBETS. By Margaret MacMillan. 1670. Two unexpected visitors arrive at a shabby warehouse on the south side of the River Thames. The first is a wealthy man hoping to find a way to a distant place. The second is a man who has everything to offer, including the favor of the newly restored King Charles II. The second seeks his long-lost son and heir. 452 pages. Atina. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95
**Historical Fiction**

**3983640 TIDE LANDS.** By Philippa Gregory. England 1648. This is a time of witch hunts and possible sorcery. Ailin, a poor woman without a husband, skilled with herbs, is suddenly enriched, arousing envy in her rivals and fear among the villagers. She finds her freedom in her own hands. 455 pages. Washington Square. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

**6671996 IN THE LION’S DEN.** By Barbara Taylor Bradford. James Lionel Falconer has risen quickly from a mere shop worker to being the right-hand man of Henry Malvern, head of the most prestigious shipping company in London. But when threats against his reputation and his life emerge, James will have to prove that he is truly the master of his fate. 300 pages. St. Martin’s. $20.95 $19.95

**3989348 MASTERS OF HIS FATE.** By Barbara Taylor Bradford. Even as a child, James Falconer quickly rises through the ranks in Victorian England, proving himself both hardworking and trustworthy catching the eye of Henry Malvern, head of the Malvern Shipping Company of London. But when threats against his reputation and his life emerge, James will have to prove that he truly is the master of his fate. 453 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99


**398186X AN HONORABLE WAR.** By Robert N. Macomb. Politics, love, and war send Captain Peter Wake to Japan in 1853, amidst the battles of the “black ships.” Wake is in the middle of it all. 374 pages. Pineapple Press. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**4649942 BUTTON MAN.** By Andrew Gross. LARGE PRINT EDITION. Morris, Sol, and Harry Rabishovsky grew up poor and rough in New York’s Lower East Side, until the death of their father forced them to support the family. Morris apprentices himself to a garment manufacturer. Sol drops out of accounting school, and Harry is lured into a career as a button salesman. 456 pages. Center Point. Paperback. Pub. at $33.95 $26.95

**4650263 THE SILENCE OF THE GIRLS.** By Gary Corby. LARGE PRINT EDITION. The ancient art of tattooing begins a decade under the watchful eye of the powerful Greek army, which continues to wage war over a woman—Helen. In the Greek camp is another woman, Briseis. She is forced among the hundreds of women living behind the scenes in the war: the slaves and prostitutes, the nurses, and the women who lay out the dead. 430 pages. Center Point. Paperback. Pub. at $33.95 $26.95

**4650367 TIME’S CONVERSION.** By Barbara Taylor Bradford. LARGE PRINT EDITION. A passionate love story and a fascinating exploration of the power of tradition and the possibilities not just for change but for revolution. This story chronicles the supernatural world-building and slow-burning romance that made The All Souls Trilogy so popular. 672 pages. Center Point. Paperback. Pub. at $36.95 $28.95

**465367X MIDWINTER.** By John Buchan. 254 pages. Polygon. Paperback. Pub. at $13.95

**3943429 THE SERPENT SWORD.** By Matthew Harffy. 376 pages. Head of Zeus. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

**395059X THE BOOK OF WHISPERERS.** By Varujan Vosganian. 346 pages. Yale. Pub. at $26.00 $19.95

**396387X LOST LEGEND OF THE THYBERGH HAWK.** By Jack Hollroyd. Color illus. 352 pages. Pen & Sword. $19.95

**3965394 RING SHOT.** By P. Djeli Clark. 185 pages. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99 $8.95

**3969290 THE ROMANOV EMPRESS.** By C.W. Gortner. 427 pages. Ballantine. $28.00 $22.95


**3907368 FINDING DOROTHY.** By Elizabeth Letts. 351 pages. Ballantine. $28.00 $22.95


**3731227 THE TURN OF MIDNIGHT.** By Minette Walters. 411 pages. MIRA. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99 $21.95


**3909007 A THOUSAND WOMEN.** By Jim Ferguson. Based on an actual historical event but told through fictional diaries, this is the story of a remarkable woman who travels west in 1875 and marries the chief of the Cheyenne nation, and her conflict when being caught between two worlds. 482 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95

**3909202 WASHINGTON!** By Dana Fuller Ross.95

**3758036 FRONTIER OF VIOLENCE.** By Willam W. & J.A. Johnstone. In Rattlesnake Wells, a saloon owner stages a shooting contest with a matched pair of gold plated revolvers at first prize. Now with the guns missing, innocent hostages have been taken for a violent ride, and a chase is on into the vast Wyoming wilderness where a last gun marshal, Sundown Bob Hatfield, will bring the outlaws to their knees. 384 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99 $3.95

**388889X THE OUTLAW’S MAIL ORDER BRIDE.** By Linda Broday. Former outlaw Clay Colby is abuzz with his mail order bride’s appearance. He’s long and hard to drag Devil’s crossing out of lawlessness, so when his homestead is set ablaze with a bitter rival, he’s heartbroken. There’s no woman in the west to claim a homestead now. But his mail order bride, Tally Shannon, is no ordinary woman! 374 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

**3727165 ONE THOUSAND WHITE WOMEN.** By Jim Ferguson. Based on an actual historical event but told through fictional diaries, this is the story of a remarkable woman who travels west in 1875 and marries the chief of the Cheyenne nation, and her conflict when being caught between two worlds. 482 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $13.95

**3846318 SAVAGE COUNTRY.** By Robert Dimitread. American frontier, 1873. Michael, a Confederate veteran comes to town to settle his dead brother’s estate. Together with his widowed sister in law, they embark on a massive, and hugely dangerous buffalo hunt. But nothing could have prepared them for the dangers of the wild—a and a criminal record longer than the Snake River. But before anyone can put a rope around that pretty neck, Joe has to bring her in alive— which will be harder than finding her in the first place. 313 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

---
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WESTERNS & COWBOY STORIES

- **3924076** RALPH COMPTON BIG JAKE'S LAST DRIVE. By Robert J. Randisi. The trail to Kansas is fraught with dangers both natural and man-made. Jake Galloway, grabbed by rustlers, has one more task before he exacts vengeance for his trail partner. 310 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

- **3946134** THE ROCKING R RANCH. By Tim Wadhurst. When the Ridgeaway family staked their claim on the highest point in northwestern Texas, just a stone’s throw away from Indian territory, they knew they had to put their heads together. But when they arrive, Bill’s Army pals try to run Jake out of town, and he has to choose sides. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

- **3910691** RALPH COMPTON THE WOLVES OF WYOMING. By Peter Brandvold. Lou Prophet and the deadly Louisa Bonaventura have torn a bloody swatch across Dakota territory in search of the Grill Hatchley gang. But with an approaching blizzard, they have but little choice to split up and go their ways and take separate paths towards damnation. When the spring’s thaw comes, they’ll find a city of corpses beneath the snow. 408 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

- **3905943** STAGECOACH TO PURGATORY. By Peter Brandvold. Novels. In Last Stage to Hell, what do you get when you take a stagecoach, add thousands of bullets, and two heartless cowboys? Two Lou Prophet, a man who’s got no time for nonsense, and his missus, a woman whose love for the man is as strong as her hatred for his vengeful attitudes. With the help of the Grimes brothers, the outlaw gang of the Black Pheasant, and the help of a town called Denver, 315 pages. Martin. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

- **4675630** RALPH COMPTON DRIVE FOR INDEPENDENCE. By Lyle Brandt. The drovers of the Bar X ranch will face sandstorms, renegades, and outlaws along the historic Cimarron Trail and fight to get their herd to Independence, Missouri. 298 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

- **394347X** RALPH COMPTON THE BADLANDS TRAIL. By Lyle Brandt. The drovers of Circle K ranch have to drive the herd of fine longhorn cattle five hundred miles northeast to Missouri if they hope to make it through the next year. Toby Bishop must work with the mixed group of drovers, whether they’re black, Hispanic, lifelng cowboys, drifters, or shamed preachers—they must all set aside their differences in favor of a common goal. 291 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

- **3927281** RALPH COMPTON LOST BANGHILL MINE. By Jackson Lowery. England Dan and his partner, John Cooley, have worked their claim for a year and are barely eking out a living. When Cooley shows up with a map of the abandoned Irish Lord Mine he drunkenly bought off a shady cowboy, England Dan is sure it’s a complete fraud. But when he looks at the map, details start clicking into place. 312 pages. Berkley. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

- **3722279** BUSHWHACKED. By C. Courtney Joyner. The youngest son of a wealthy New York family who’s been coerced into taking responsibility for his brother’s disastrous dalliance with upper-class Manhattan, R. Kent Forester. The mission of Commander Krause of the Overlords, and including a vicious card sharp and down on his luck cowboy, all seeking the five hundred dollar reward. 254 pages. Center Point. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $11.95

- **3980890** WILD JUSTICE. By Loren D. Estleman. After a long and illustrious career of dispensing justice in the untamed West, Montana, legendary judge Harlan Blackthorn has died, leaving his most steadfast officer, Deputy U.S. Marshal Page Murdock, to escort his remains across the continent by rail. 224 pages. Forge. Pub. at $26.99 $15.95

- **3917001** PECOS BILL: THE GREATEST COWBOY OF ALL TIME. By James Cloyd Towne. Generations have delighted in Pecos Bill’s larger-than-life adventures, and this timeless collection of tall tales includes illustrations by Laura Banning, and remains the definitive work on the legendary American hero. Designed for young adults. 372 pages. Albert Whitman & Company. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

- **3970555** GET OUT OF TOWN. By Terrence McCauley. When he signed up to fight in the war, he never expected to get stuck in this tiny little boom-town. Aaron Mackey knew he was asking for trouble. He knows you can’t fight city hall. But you can flush out every wall-crawler, outlaw, greedy grifter, and boom-town rat—then exterminate with extreme prejudice. 360 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

- **3848993** BLOODSPORT. By Matt Braun. Dan Stuart plans to stage the prizelift of the century and reap a million-dollar gain. But he soon finds the path to riches strewn with obstacles. With the Texas Rangers hot on his trail, the West’s first boxing promoter is desperate to win the fight. 274 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

- **3758001** CROSSFIRE. By Matt Braun. A band of vicious thieves have killed five men already, and a quarter of a million dollars in silver and gold. Wells Fargo recruits the rangy, mysterious Pinkerton agent Ash Tallman. Both Ash and his lady go deep undercover and quickly find themselves caught in the reinforce, But that’s only the beginning. 230 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

- **4671988** THE COWBOY WAY. By Elmer Kelton. Dan Rutledge and his partner, John Cooley, are united in a common purpose, and Speck Quitman, young, hardworking cowboys from Coldridge County. In the next year, they must follow in his father’s footsteps as the law in Menard. 346 pages. Forge. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $5.95

- **4651930** THE OVERLORDS/THE WILD ONES. By Matt Braun. Novels. In The Overlords, a dangerous brew of mobsters, flappers, traitors, lovers, and lawmen is about to explode in a sin city by the sea, and no one one who’s left being when the last man goes down. In The Wild Ones, the Fontano brothers are unchallenged Western kings in every sense of the word. 397 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95

- **4870250** SHADOW OF THE HILLS. By Matt Braun. Novels. In Shadow of a Star, the sheriff of a small town is forced to take on the mob of gangsters and war hogs that have been terrorizing the town. D.B. Norton. LARGEST EDITION. It was a strange mission—to buy a buying trip to Mexico to check out some high-priced Arabian breeding stock. But when they arrive, Bill’s Army pals try to run Jake out of town, and he has to choose sides. 338 pages. Center Point. Paperback. Pub. at $3.95 $2.99

- **3877264** WILL KEEN, INDIAN SCOUT. By Art Isenberg. 159 pages. Robert Hale. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

- **3951539** MARRY ME BY SUNSET. By Johanna Lindsey. 439 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95


- **2976560** WILDFIRE/HERITAGE OF THE DESERT. By Lane Grey. 536 pages. Forge. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99 $3.95


- **37323X** DEAD AND BURNED. By Tim Bryant. 314 pages. Pinnacle. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95

MILITARY FICTION

- **3956741** THE GOOD SHEPHERD. By C.S. Forester. The mission of Commander Krause of the United States Navy is to protect a convoy of thirty seven merchant ships making their way to England, and facing a rebel determined to wipe a trail of destruction across the cream of British society. England Dan, John “Shotgun” Wilson, a silver-haired desert who needed supplies, but only if they can make it through the wolfpack of German submarines that awaits and outnumbers them. 261 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

- **3960402** VITTORIO BARBERI. By Marco Pallotta. From 1938 to 1943, the Italian Resistance was one of the most effective on the European front during World War II. The story of one of these heroes. 373 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $11.95
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3991172 DAUGHTER OF A DAUGHTER OF A QUEEN. By Sarah Bird. Though born into a family of "mistresses" in hole Dixie, Missouri, Cathy Williams was never allowed to consider herself a slave. According to her mother, she was a captive, bound by her noble warrior's spirit. Inspired by the true story of Private Williams, this American heroine comes to vivid life in these pages. 398 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $27.99 $9.95

381097 TREASON. By Rick Campbell. After Russia invades Ukraine with an overwhelming force, the United States has a way to find a way to fight back on multiple fronts--because their B-2 bombers and ballistic missiles are useless. They'll have to outsmart the strategy that has ground their planes, and find a way to secretly land a SEAL team to help rescue the imprisoned Russian president. 320 pages. St. Martin's. Pub. at $27.99 $9.95

3816699 SEAL TEAM SIX. Hunt the VIPER. By D. Mann & R. Pazzullo. Thomas Crosscut and Murphy. Six comrades help besieged Syrians make a stand against a notorious ISIS general--the living again. 437 pages. Head of Zeus.

3898199 THE GOOD PILOT WOODHOUSE. By Alexander McCall Smith. Val Elliot is working on an English farm during the war when she spots a missing pilot stationed nearby. After rescuing a Border collie named Peter Woodhouse, and giving him to Mike, Val and Mike fall deeply in love. When Peter Woodhouse is called out of his cavalry career into their orbit, a friendship forms, but at great risk. 247 pages. Knopf.

3857565 THE CANINE MUTINY. By Herman Wouk. Lieutenant Steve Marky risks his career by wresting control of a decrepit minesweeper 3857565 besieged Syrians make a stand against a notorious ISIS general–the living again. 437 pages. Head of Zeus.

3992706 WORD OF HONOR. By Robert N. Macomber. The personal memoir of Captain Peter Wake, USN, is a veteran of Operation Iraqi Freedom, and his experience for the Office of Naval Intelligence who also has seen considerable and combat experience. This is Book Three of the Spanish-American War trilogy, which began with The Flying Circus, a dareddevil flying act that traverses Depression-era California. These two young stunt flyers will confront ugly truths and family secrets during the U.S. interment of Japanese citizens during WW II. 434 pages. Putnam. Pub. at $27.00 $5.95

3967506 HONORING THE ENEMY. By Robert N. Macomber. Capt. Peter Wake, USN, is a veteran of Office of Naval Intelligence operations inside Spanish-occupied Cuba. He describes in vivid detail his experiences as a naval liaison officer with the Cuban and U.S. armies in the jungles, hospitals, battlegrounds, and fields of the Spanish-American War campaign to capture Santiago de Cuba from Spanish forces. 328 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $29.95 $24.95

4579466 RED METAL. By M. Greaney & H.R. Rawlings. W. LARGE PRINT EDITION. This Russian thriller is set during the Cold War, and spans across Poland, crushing all opposition on a deadhead flight for the heart of Germany. It's all part of a master plan to confound and defeat America. Through sheer force, the Russian General has called out of his cavalry job at the Pentagon, a Marine lieutenant colonel and a French special forces captain and his intelligence operative father are thrown into the fray. 999 pages. Random. Pub. at $39.95 $24.95

2806983 TOM CLANCY TRUE FAITH AND ALLEGIANCE. By Mark Greaney. LARGE PRINT EDITION. After months at sea, U.S. Navy Commander Scott Hagen is on leave when he is attacked by an armed man in a crowded New York City subway station. The deadly events follow, it becomes clear that there has been a massive information breach and that America's most dangerous enemies have made a startling stolen data. 879 pages. Random. SOLD OUT

165014X NEWS OF OUR LOVED ONES. By Abigail DeWitt. For four long years, the Delasalle family has been living in Normandy under Nazi occupation. Genevieve Delasalle is in Paris for the National Conservatory. Posing to consider the shadow of a passing cloud, she does not know that her family's home in Normandy now lies in the path of American bombers. 719 pages. Harper. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

2848347 NEWS OF OUR LOVED ONES. By Abigail DeWitt. For four long years, the Delasalle family has been living in Normandy under Nazi occupation. Genevieve Delasalle is in Paris for the National Conservatory. Posing to consider the shadow of a passing cloud, she does not know that her family's home in Normandy now lies in the path of American bombers. 222 pages. Harper. Pub. at $25.99 $4.95

3918343 KOPP SISTERS ON THE MARSH. By Amy Stewart. 355 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95


2859115 ARCTIC GAMBIT. By Larry Bond. 331 pages. Forge. Pub. at $27.99 $9.95


2978504 THE YANKEE WIDOW. By Linda Lale Miller. 422 pages. MIRA. Pub. at $26.99 $7.95


3995630 PREY FOR LOVE. By Dirk Greyson. When successful businessman Phillip Malone attends a lover’s funeral and discovers he was just the latest in a string of Phillips, he knows he’s in trouble. He also knows just the man he needs--former Marine Barry Malone. 252 pages. Dreamspinner. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

379797X THE END OF EDDY. By Edboard Louis. Growing up in a poor village in northern France, all Eddy wanted was to be a man in the eyes of his family and neighbors. But from childhood, he was different–"girlish," intellectually precocious, and attracted to men. 192 pages. Picador. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

Gay & Lesbian Fiction

3739619 HOW TO SURVIVE A SUMMER. By Nick White. Camp Levi, nestled in the Mississippi countryside, was designed to bring newlywed Helen's husband is killed in an air raid, her stepsister, Clarisse--"girlish," intellectually precocious, and attracted to men. 192 pages. Picador. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $12.95

Fictional Biographies

Gay & Lesbian Fiction

3961893 FIND ME. By Andre Aciman. Samuel is on a trip from Florence to Rome to visit his son, who has become a gifted classical pianist. A chance encounter on the train upends Samuel’s plans and changes his life forever. 260 pages. Picador. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00. $12.95


3978945 ROMANCE IN MARSEILLE. By Claude McKay. 163 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00. $11.95

Adult & Explicit Fiction

2877910 HEALING THE WOUNDS. By M.O. Barber. When Alice leaps into sexual games with her neighbors Henry and Jay, she didn’t plan to fall in love. She sure didn’t plan to take the switch between Henry’s commanding mastery and Jay’s submissive playfulness. But now she’s moving in with them, and she’d better figure it all out fast. Adults only. 249 pages. Lyrical. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. $3.95

3980855 FANNY HILL: Memoirs of a Woman of Pleasure. By John Cleland. Fanny’s story, as she falls into prostitution and the desire to repel their desire, takes on the form of a confession that is vividly colored by copious and explicit physiological details of her carnal adventures. Adults only. 203 pages. Wordsworth Editions. The most stayed adult film of 2004. $11.95

3981607 SELLING LOST. Bykeeping the lous. Adults only. 436 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. $4.95

3814149 AWAKENED. By James S. Murray with D. Wearmouth. After years of planning and construction, New York is closest subway line, an express train that connects the city with the communities across the Hudson River. But on the inaugural run, everyone on the train is missing, and the cars’ interiors are stained in blood. There’s something living beneath New York City, and it’s not happy we’ve woken it up. 286 pages. Harper. Pub. at $24.99. $9.95

3815382 THE LITTLE STRANGER. By Sarah Waters. One postwar summertime spent in a sprawling Cotswolds home in rural Warwickshire, Dr. Faraday is called to a patient at Hundreds Hall. Home to the Ayres family for more than two centuries, the Georgian house, once impressive and handsome, is now in decline. Little does Dr. Faraday know how closely their story is about to become entwined with his. 512 pages. Riverhead. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00. $4.95

3996681 GHOST ROAD BLUES. By Jonathan Maberry. Today the people of Pine Deep celebrate their town’s grisly past by lobbying tourists to the famous haunted hayride, full of chills. But this year, The Spookiest Town in America marks a different kind of legacy, for its residents will see the real face of evil lurking behind the masks of ordinary people. 442 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $6.95

2888853 THE RUNNING MAN. By Stephen King. Writing as R. Bachman, the author of a controversial version of the near future. Ben Richards, desperate to provide the medical treatment his daughter needs, becomes a contestant on The Running Man, a reality show in which its residents must survive for 48 days as public enemy number one. He’ll be relentlessly hunted by an elite strike force bent on killing him in front of a national audience. 412 pages. Pocket. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

3894029 THE HOLLOW TREE. By James Bogden. After her hand is amputated following a tragic accident, Rachel Cooper suffers vivid nightmares of a woman imprisoned in the trunk of a hollow tree, screaming for help. When she begins to experience phantom sensations of being trapped, her husband and psychiatrist begin to believe she is terrified she is going mad—but then the trapped woman is pulled into our world. 483 pages. Titan. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95. $5.95

3939087 HEKLA’S CHILDREN. By James Brookes. A decade ago, teacher Nathan Brookes saw four of his students walk up a hill and vanish. Only one returned, Olivia, starved, terrified, and with no memory of where she’d been. Years later, Nathan spent the years trying to forget—until a body is found in the same ancient woodland where the children disappeared. 400 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. $4.95

LIMITED EDITION 3949087 THE HUNGER. By Alma Katsu. Evil is invisible, and it is everywhere. That is the only way to explain the series of misfortunes that have plagued the Walker family. Dating Bil Curtis rescues his pregnant wife, but others weren’t so lucky. The newborns appear to be normal, but they’re revealed to have inherited their mother’s penchant for rampaging. And they are getting strange appetites! 268 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. $4.95

4857640 EPIDEMIC OF THE LIVING DEAD. By John Russo. It starts with infected needles. Soon the town is overrun with cannibalistic corpses. Some have been taken down by a hail of gunfire in a barren wasteland. Detective Bill Curtis rescues his pregnant wife, but others weren’t so lucky. The newborns appear to be normal, but they’re revealed to have inherited their mother’s penchant for rampaging. And they are getting strange appetites! 268 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. $4.95

3948234 DARKNESS RISING. By Lis Wiehl with P. Nelson. Dani Harris thought there wasn’t much left that could surprise her after serving as a forensic psychiatrist in East Salem. But as she and Tommy Gunderson race to uncover what’s really happening behind the high walls of St. Adrian’s Academy, it becomes clear that supernatural forces are at work. 343 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $26.99. $4.95

3853705 THE NEW LORENOVAMBRSTOKER. Ed. by Stephen Jones. Novels. This new compilation of Bram Stoker’s cult classics is sure to satisfy any lover of vampire fiction. All three works—The Jewel of Seven Stars; The Lady of the Shroud; and The Lair of the White Worm—were originally published in 1897, and flirt with vampirism, horror and human folly in the best gothic tradition. 817 pages. Riverhead. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95. $6.95

3967921 DRACUL. By D. Stoker & J.D. Barker. It is 1866 and a twenty-one year old Bram Stoker waits in a desolate tower to face an indescribable evil. Armed only with crucifixes, holy water, and a rifle, he prays to St. Adrian’s Academy, it becomes clear that supernatural forces are at work. 343 pages. Thomas Nelson. Pub. at $26.99. $4.95

3991118 THE VALLEY OF SHADOWS. By J. Rings & M. Massa. Tom Smith, global managing director for security, can see a lot from behind the masks of ordinary people. 442 pages. Kensington. Paperback. Pub. at $8.99. $6.95

3913009 DECK Z. THE TITANIC. By C. Paul & A. Wells. The day after it sinks, a German scientist, has discovered a strange new plague that ravages its victims, transforming them into soulless, flesh-hungry aandroids. They come to the surface and begin to attack. Their ultimate goal is to destroy civilization. 380 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

3852555 THE CARROW HAUNT. By Darcey Coates. When she’s asked to host guests for a week in a remote cabin to research Carrow House’s phenomena, Remy hopes to finally experience some of the sightings that made the haunted house famous. But when a storm moves in and the lights fail, the things that go bump in the night quickly take a sinister turn. 380 pages. Poisoned Pen. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. $11.95

3854583 DEVOLUTION. By Max Brooks. As the chaos and chaos from Mount St. Helens still rumbles and fed in wake the author, the remainder of the Greenhills hasosaic has passed unnoticed, unfortunately—until now. The journals of resident Kate Holland, recovered from this world’s bloody wreckage, capture the burgeoning and terrifying events that led to the earth-shattering in its implications to be forgotten. 286 pages. Del Rey. Pub. at $28.00. $12.95

3935857 THE HOUSE OF WHISPERS. By Laura Purcell. Hester arrives at Morven House to take up a position as nurse to the partially paralyzed grace. Hester has been hired to help her by a good friend and as a way to escape her past, but surrounded by superstition and menace a ritual, she soon discovers her new home may be as dangerous as her last. 318 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00. $12.95
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4662164 THE WOMEN’S WAR. By Jenna Glass. When a nobleman’s first duty is to produce a male heir, women are forced into ruthless competition for possession of the throne. In a world where men are lauded for their prowess in battle, women have no rights and are valued only for their ability to bear children. This novel explores the lives of five women who must compete for the throne in a world where women are often used as pawns in political games.

4662179 (SOLD OUT) RECONNING OF FALLEN GODS. By R.A. Salvatore. The war between the races of men and the gods has been raging for centuries. When the gods decide to intervene, they choose a group of humans to fight for their cause. This novel follows the adventures of these humans as they try to save the world from destruction.

4662183 EVE OF CHAOS. By Sylvia Day writing as S.J. Day. Eve is the daughter of the devil himself, and she has been waiting her entire life to exact revenge on the humans who wronged her father. When an opportunity arises, she seizes it and sets out to destroy her enemies, one by one.

4662189 EVE OF DESTRUCTION. By Sylvia Day writing as S.J. Day. In order to save their home, the demon hunters must travel back in time to prevent an ancient prophecy from coming true. As they race against time, they must confront their own demons and decide whether to sacrifice themselves for the greater good.

4662190 THE BEAR AND THE SERPENT. By Adrian Tchaikovsky. Manife, a child of both Wolf and Tiger clans, has been named Champion of her people. But they’re unsure if she’s an asset or a threat. So she joins Prince Recuman’s warband of desert wanderers to the south, to help him gain his crown. However, Manife’s heading straight into the jaws of a brutal civil war. 466 pages. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99

4662205 CHANGE OF A LIFETIME. By Greg Weisman. Teyo Verada wants nothing more than to be a sheenage, wielding arcane energies to protect his people from the world’s vicious diamondstorms. But when he’s buried alive in the aftermath of his first real tempest, the more he fights to rise up from the grave, the more he realizes that even death can’t liberate him from his own inner demons.

4662216 THE RING OF KINGS. By Jenn Lyons. Kiriin grew up in the slums of Quur, a woman of no rank or standing. When she’s made a champion by the deities, she must face her deepest fears and secrets in order to save her world.

4662220 ROAD OF THE PATRIARCH. By R.A. Salvatore. Ilethra and Talmadge are ancient dragons of great power, accustomed to easily manipulating the humans around them, but not all humans are so easily led. When they pushed Enterili and Jarrakle into the heart of the Bloodstone, last of all, they have long imagined the strength of the human assassin’s resolve. 372 pages. Wizards of the Coast. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99

4662223 RECONNING OF FALLEN GODS. By R.A. Salvatore. The characters from the previous novel are back, and this time the stakes are higher. As the gods prepare to intervene in the human world, the humans must unite to protect themselves and their world from destruction.

4662226 (SOLD OUT) SONG OF THE RISEN GOD. By R.A. Salvatore. The once forgotten Xocorn Empire has declared war upon the humans west of the mountains, and their first target is the people of Loch Beag. With his army lead by the peerless general Toulonath, the God King knows all that stands in the way of his grasp of power is Aoelyn, Talmadge, and their few remaining allies. 416 pages. Tor. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99

4662230 THE BLACKSMITH QUEEN. By S.L. Palmer. With the demise of the Old King, there’s a prophecy that a queen will ascend to the throne of the Hill Lands. But before she can claim her right, she must face a myriad of challenges and overcome her own inner demons.

4662234 PERFECT CIRCLE. By Sean Stewart. With the Black marker, the man who makes people invisible, and the Black marker, the man who makes people invisible, the world is on the brink of chaos. Can the protagonist save the day or will the world fall into darkness?

4662236 THE LONG JOURNEY TO JAKE PALMER. By N.K. Jemisin. Neine Dari is summoned to the ghost world to save the spirits of the dead. But when she arrives, she discovers that the spirits have other plans for her.

4662238 THE INHERITANCE TRILOGY. By N.K. Jemisin. Neine Dari is summoned to the ghost world to save the spirits of the dead. But when she arrives, she discovers that the spirits have other plans for her.


See more titles at erhbc.com/838
467914 ARCHITECTS OF INFINITY. By Kirsten Beyer. As the Federation Starship Voyager continues to lead the Full Circle Fleet in its exploration of the Delta Quadrant, Admiral Kathryn Janeway remains concerned about the Krenim Imperium and its ability to rewrite time. 443 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $12.95.

466050 THE LINE BETWEEN. By Tosca Lee. LARGE PRINT EDITION. When 22 year old Wynter Roth is cast out of self-contained doomsday cult New Earth, a mysterious explosion ends her early-onset dementia is spreading across the nation. As Wynter struggles to start over in a world she’s been taught to regard as evil, she finds herself face to face with the apocalypse she feared all her life. 443 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $14.95.

3722056 THE NULL PROPHECY. By Michael Quinlivan. Space weather scientists have spotted holes opening in Earth’s magnetosphere. Now a massive, deadly eruption of solar radiation is bearing toward the planet at one million miles per hour. With only three days before impact, the president of the U.S. desperately turns to three unlikely heroes for help: Calder Sinclair and Allie Armendariz. 422 pages. Regency. Pub. at $27.95. *PRICE CUT to $9.95


4659188 THE STAR WARS BOOK. By Pablo Hidalgo et al. Through authoritative essays illustrated with stunning movie stills and illuminating infographics, this reference examines the central characters, conflicts, and technology of the most extraordinary galaxy ever imagined. 224 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $25.00.

466762 WINDS OF MARQUE. By Bennett R. Cohen. In a dense star cluster, the solar winds blow fiercely. The star-sailing ship HMS Daring runs at full speed on a secret mission from the Emperor himself: to hunt down and destroy a fledging pirate state. 354 pages. Harper Voyager. Pub. at $25.00.

466752 REBELLION’S FURY. By Jay Allan. Damian Ward thought he was done fighting. But the retired veteran and war hero is now leading the revolution against the oppressive Federal America—bitterly opposed by the Federation and an army of British Special Forces. 371 pages. Harper Voyager. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99.

4667298 FLAMES OF REBELLION. By Jay Allan. The planet Haven slides ever closer to rebellion. In the shadows, groups of colonists meet in secret, planning, organizing. Their grievances are many, and talk of open revolt, even of a struggle for independence, is growing louder. 404 pages. Harper Voyager. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99.
4565133 HOUR OF THE ZOMBIE, VOLUME 6. By Tsukasa Saimura. All hope for peace seems lost, as a group of human students begins a ruthless purge of their zombified fellows. During the zombies’ cyclical descent into mindlessness, the humans begin their own purge and blueprints, and the bodies pile up. In B&W. Seven Seas. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 $4.95

3994502 BEFORE WATCHMEN: Ozymandias/Crimson Corsair. By L. Wein & J. Higgins. For over 20 years the battles of the heroes of the Watchmen have meant everything to Alan Moore and Dave Gibbons’ graphic novel has been the subject of much debate. This volume collects Before Watchmen: Ozymandias #6; Before Watchmen: Dollar Bill #1; Before Watchmen: Dr. Manhattan #1-3; Before Watchmen: Minutemen #1-5; Before Watchmen: Nite Owl #1-3; and more. DC Comics. Pub. at $29.99 $6.95

3994622 CABLE AND X-FORCE CLASSIC, VOLUME 1. By Jeph Loeb et al. A new era begins as Cable revamps his mutant strike team and relocates to the X-Mansion–where Cannonball begins a ruthless purge of their zombie-fied friends and powerful new foes, astounding new alliances are formed, and things get far more dangerous than anything he has ever encountered before! Collects issues #1-12. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

3944754 DIAL H: The Deluxe Edition. By Chris Cliff. A broken-down payphone down the hole to the power to transform anyone into a host of different supervillains. Discover the many bizarre and dangerous vigilantes he becomes in Dial H #0-15 and Justice League #23.3. DC Comics. Pub. at $34.99 $7.95


4650504 THE FIRST MAN. By Jacques Ferrandez. This new graphic adaptation of Albert Camus’s final novel tells the story of Jacques Comery, a boy who lived a much like Camus’s own. The stunning, fully illustrated edition immerses you in the sights, sounds, and textures of childhood defined by poverty and a father’s death, yet redeemed by the austere beauty of Algeria. Adults only. You Press. Pub. at $16.95 $6.95

3994660 BATMAN ARKHAM: MAN-BAT. By Robin Hood. The man who raised the hyponde rois of the Dark Night kingdom. Collects Detective Comics Vol. 1, #400; #402; #407; Man-Bat Vol. 1, #1-2; Secret Origins #39; Showcase #94 #11; and the Jimmy Palmiotti homage to Batman. Collects Superman: The Man of Steel #1, #2, and #3. DC Comics. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95


3093919 THE KITCHEN. By Ollie Masters. In the modern-day town of Serechurk, Komis will face to face with a malevolent vampire force far more evil and deadly than anything he has ever encountered before! Collects Captain Kronos: Vampire Hunter #1-4 and Countdown #31-60. Dark Horse. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $5.95


3893869 THE AVENGERS: Official Index to the Marvel Universe, Volume Two. By Paul Bourcier. Get the complete history of Earth’s Mightiest Heroes, from their earliest appearances all the way up to the present day. This resource comes packed with synopses of the first three volumes of Avengers, the first volume of Essential Avengers, and more. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

3894072 DOCTOR STRANGE: THE DARK TOWER. By Peter David. With Roland Deschain seemingly lost inside the haunted world of Maerlyn’s Grapefruit, and the dark forces therein hellbent on attacking the contemporary world, Doctor Strange and material from Marvel Shadows and Light (1997); Shadows and Light (1997); Shadows and Light (1998); #2, and Marvel Double-Shot #4. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $5.95

3894700 STEPHEN KING’S THE DARK TOWER. By Peter David. Roland Deschain seems lost inside the haunted world of Maerlyn’s Grapefruit, yet Roland’s hat–the tattered and ragged relic worn by his father, and the greatest enemy of the Dark Tower–could give him the key to unlock the secrets of the Dark Tower. This volume collects the first four volumes of the series, Dark Tower: The Long Road Home #1-5. Adults only. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $5.95

389472X STEPHEN KING’S THE DARK TOWER. By Peter David. Roland Deschain seems lost inside the haunted world of Maerlyn’s Grapefruit, and the dark forces therein hellbent on attacking the contemporary world, Doctor Strange and material from Marvel Shadows and Light (1997); Shadows and Light (1997); Shadows and Light (1998); #2, and Marvel Double-Shot #4. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $5.95

3894702 STEPHEN KING’S THE DARK TOWER. By Peter David. Roland Deschain seems lost inside the haunted world of Maerlyn’s Grapefruit, and the dark forces therein hellbent on attacking the contemporary world, Doctor Strange and material from Marvel Shadows and Light (1997); Shadows and Light (1997); Shadows and Light (1998); #2, and Marvel Double-Shot #4. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $5.95

3894703 STEPHEN KING’S THE DARK TOWER. By Peter David. Roland Deschain seems lost inside the haunted world of Maerlyn’s Grapefruit, and the dark forces therein hellbent on attacking the contemporary world, Doctor Strange and material from Marvel Shadows and Light (1997); Shadows and Light (1997); Shadows and Light (1998); #2, and Marvel Double-Shot #4. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $5.95

3894720 DOCTOR STRANGE: THE DARK TOWER. By Peter David. Roland Deschain seems lost inside the haunted world of Maerlyn’s Grapefruit, and the dark forces therein hellbent on attacking the contemporary world, Doctor Strange and material from Marvel Shadows and Light (1997); Shadows and Light (1997); Shadows and Light (1998); #2, and Marvel Double-Shot #4. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $5.95

3894701 DOCTOR STRANGE: THE DARK TOWER. By Peter David. Roland Deschain seems lost inside the haunted world of Maerlyn’s Grapefruit, and the dark forces therein hellbent on attacking the contemporary world, Doctor Strange and material from Marvel Shadows and Light (1997); Shadows and Light (1997); Shadows and Light (1998); #2, and Marvel Double-Shot #4. Marvel. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $5.95
Hirose. But there’s a problem: they haven’t actually met yet, and from a sinister sleeping sickness, our heroes
must first rescue “The Sleeping Beauty in
GREEN ARROW, VOLUME 4: Blood of the Dragon. By Mike Grell. As Green Arrow, Oliver Queen’s life holds many secrets—one of which comes calling when he gets a strange letter from Shadow, the woman who saved his life and bore witness as he risked his life to save the collects Modern Love #1-8. By Al Feldstein et al. This collection captures the most
trailblazing, inspiring comic art produced over more than 80 years to showcase some of the most iconic covers in DC’s history. Stunning artwork is accompanied by expert commentary exploring the significance of each cover, while artist profiles shed light on their creators. 240 pages. Dorling Kindersley. 9¾x1¼/14. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

FLAPPER QUEENS: Woman Cartoonists of the Jazz Age. By Trina Robbins. Includes strips by celebrated legends of the era, like Neil Brinkley, and introduces readers to a royal cartoonist. Robbins curates this collection of the “Duchess of the inner Queens,” and their legacy in this entertaining volume. 158 pages. Fantagraphics. 9¾x1¼/14. Pub. at $34.99 $26.95

BEFORE WATCHMEN: Minutemen/Silk Spectre. By J. Robinson. This collection focuses on the theme of the

THE COMPLETE ANGEL CATBIRD. By Martha Andow. A graphic artist captured in the story of the rise, fall and triumphant return of one of the most successful publishers in comic book history. English SDH. 83 minutes. Shout! Factory. *SOLD OUT* $19.95

THE BOOK OF WEIRDO. By Wallace Wood. Programmed to be the perfect assassin and working as a covert operative, John Cannon, endures nudes torture by inhuman""


**576671** YUGE! 30 Years of Doonesbury on Trump. By G.B. Trudeau. He tried to warn us. Ever since the release of the first Trump—For President trial balloon in 1986, Doonesbury’s art has tirelessly tracked and highlighted the career of our newest president. Love him or hate him, it’s all here in this volume. Fully illus. 111 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99.


**370016X** FLANDERING FATHERS: A Peanuts Before Swine Collection. By Stephan Pastis. Ral, pig and the rest of the animal crew from Peanuts Before Swine are doing their best to make the American comic great again. Oh boy, can they tell the hard truths that the country needs to hear–the importance of prioritizing cheese over everything else. Fully illus., some color. 128 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99.


**3820645** JOHNNY COMET. By P. DePaolo & E. Baldwin. Collects the complete, pulse pounding, adventures of midget car racer Johnny Comet. Legend says that the original illustrator Dr. Frank Frazetta leads us through Comet’s high speed adventures aided by writer Earl Baldwin and Indy 500 winner Peter Dye. Fully illus. in color. 232 pages. Vanguard. 8 1/2 x 11. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95.

**3976599** HEATH ROBINSON’S GREAT WAR: The Satirical Cartoons. Presents the best of Robinson’s First World War satire from ridiculous weapons such as button magnets to guide satirical satire from ridiculous weapons such as button magnets to guide satirical satire from ridiculous weapons such as button magnets to guide satirical satire from ridiculous weapons such as button magnets to guide satirical satire from ridiculous weapons such as button magnets to guide satirical
feature illustrations, rough sketches, a 24 page book and more. Rediscovered visual genre. Fully illus., many in color. 176 pages. This collection features the largest cast of characters in history, and bustling crowds from magisterial heights appeared regularly in Bird’s-Eye View Cartoons. 3976572


**3757069 CUBICLES THAT MAKE YOU ENVY THE DEAD! By Scott Adams.** This collection is full of send-ups of pointless meetings, office misbehavior and soul-crushing workspaces that make even the dead seem lucky. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

**3856317 DILBERT TURNS 30.** By Scott Adams. To celebrate thirty years of Dilbert this 30th anniversary edition includes new comics, an introduction from the author, and the most popular strips and story-lines from the past 10 years. In color. 160 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 **$4.95**

**3871150 HARRY POTTER & CREATURES: A Paper Scene Book.** Ed. by Greg Solano, illus. by S. Bambauer. Originally published in Harry Potter through four intricate, multilayer dioramas that capture beloved moments from the films. Designed to thrill both seasoned Harry Potter fans and younger children, this volume is a treasured keepsake for the many fans of H.P. & Friends. In color. Inset. Pages. 12¼x15¼ **LIMITED QUANTITIES 3985091**

**3982266 MAGIC MIRROR ON SAFARI...WHAT WILL I BE?** Ask the magic mirror what you will be on the safari! Children will love seeing their faces inside the pages of this gorgeous mirror board book. Ages 3-5. Fully illus. in color, Lake Press. **$4.95**


**4676599 THE RED FAIRY BOOK.** Ed. by Andrew Lang. Illus. by H. J. Ford. Originating from French, Danish, Romany, and Norse sources, as well as some bits of Norse mythology, this collection of celebrated tales has stood the test of time. Some of the famous stories included are The Beanstalk; Rapunzel; The Golden Goose; The Three Dwarfs; The Twelve Brothers; and many more. Ages 8-14. Illus. in color. 386 pages. Racchouse. Pub. at $14.99 **$6.95**

**4676491 THE BLUE FAIRY BOOK.** Ed. by Andrew Lang. Illus. by H. J. Ford. Originating in 1890 this collection of celebrated tales has stood the test of time. Some of the famous stories included are Beauty and the Beast; Goldilocks; Hansel and Gretel; Red Riding-Hood; Puss in Boots; Rumpelstiltskin; Sleeping Beauty; and many more. Ages 8-14. Illus. in color. 303 pages. Racchouse. Pub. at $14.99 **$6.95**

**391937X A CHARLIE BROWN Valentine.** By Charles M. Schulz. Charlie Brown is excited about Valentine’s Day. It’s the perfect excuse to finally talk to the Little Red Haired Girl! He’s wearing his heart on his sleeve and so are Lucy, Peppermint Patty, Sally, and Linus. Will the Peanuts gang find love once and for all?! With Snoopy’s help, anything is possible! Ages 4 & up. Illus. in color. & S. 10¼x13. Pub. at $14.99 **$9.99**


**3907481 THE HOUSE WITH A CLOCK IN ITS WALLS.** By John Bellairs. When Lewis Barnavelt comes to stay with his uncle Jonathan, he expects to meet an ordinary person. But he is wrong. Uncle Johnathan and his next-door neighbor are both magicians! But soon Lewis unknowingly resurrects the former owner of the house, who built a clock that could obliterate humankind—and the Barnavelts have to stop it! Ages 8 & up. Illus. 179 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 **$3.95**

**3856317 DILBERT TURNS 30.** By Scott Adams. To celebrate thirty years of Dilbert this 30th anniversary edition includes new comics, an introduction from the author, and the most popular strips and story-lines from the past 10 years. In color. 160 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 **$4.95**


**3853290 IT’S ONE THING AFTER ANOTHER! For Better or for Worse 4th Treasury.** By Lynn Johnston. Fully illus., in color. 212 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $18.99 **$5.95**

**3768317 DILBERT TURNS 30.** By Scott Adams. To celebrate thirty years of Dilbert this 30th anniversary edition includes new comics, an introduction from the author, and the most popular strips and story-lines from the past 10 years. In color. 160 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 **$2.95**


**3841261 LONG STORY SHORT: 100 Classic Books in 3 Panels.** By Lisa Brown. A pithy and piercing collection of comics for 100 classic titles, from classroom classics like Don Quijote de la Mancha, to modern favorites like Beloved and The Handmaid’s Tale. Fully illus. Algonquin. Pub. at $14.95 **$9.95**

**DVO 3995585 BEETLE BALLEY: 65th Anniversary Collector’s Edition.** Full-screen. This double disc set includes all 50 cartoons first broadcast in 1963, plus a 30-minute TV special created in 1989. The bonus print material included includes a guide on creator Mort Walker and his development of this iconic character. Includes original comic strips, rough sketches, a 24 page book and more. 2 DVDs. Pub. at $39.98 **$19.95**

**4675606 GROSS EXAGGERATIONS: The Meshegu Comic Strips of Mill Gross.** Presents a comprehensive collection of Gross’s major comic strips, including the Groo, Screwloose, and Dave’s Delicatessen, along with other offerings from his prolific career. Fully illus. in color. Sunday Press. 13½x17¼. Pub. at $85.00 **$59.95**
**Short Story Anthologies**

- **GROWING THINGS AND OTHER THINGS**
  By Paul Tremblay. A chilling collection of nineteen stories that blurs the lines of psychological suspense, supernatural horror, and literary fiction, from the multiple award-winning author. 338 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $25.99  **$9.95**

- **IRISH FAIRY AND FOLK TALES**
  By James Stephens. This collection of ten stories you will find a treasure trove of classic, collectible tales for children and adults alike, 251 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound.  **$4.95**

- **CLASSIC DOG STORIES**
  Ed. by Ned Halley. In this entertaining collection of 17 stories, dogs of all kinds are brought to life. Working dogs, show dogs, domesticated dogs, and dogs who save lives and the ones that make us laugh, by authors such as Mark Twain, Virginia Woolf, Jack London and Jerome K. Jerome. 304 pages. Macmillan. Pub. at $14.00  **$9.95**

- **THE SUICIDE RUN: Five Tales of the Marine Corps**
  By William Styron. Perhaps the last volume from one of literature’s greatest voices, these five stories cut a line through the dramaticStuff, unhymn and heroism that forever changed the men who served in the Marine Corps. 194 pages. Jonathan Cape.  **$5.95**

- **BEHIND A MASK**
  By Louisa May Alcott. This collection reveals the “other” Alcott, with twenty never-before-published stories from today’s top writers. 215 pages. Small Beer Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00  **$12.95**

- **THE BEST AMERICAN SHORT STORIES 2020**
  Selected by Curtis Sittenfeld withMt. Pilgrim. A strikingly original collection of 20 stories, bringing to life awkward college students, disgraced public figures, raunchy grandpas, and mystical godmothers. 370 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99  **$3.95**

- **STORIES FROM A MING COLLECTION: The Art of the Chinese Storyteller**
  Compiled by Feng Menglong. This selection of eight stories from Menglong’s large collection includes representative types of the storyteller’s traditional Chinese art. 205 pages. Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.00  **$4.95**

- **FOR THE SAKE OF THE GAME**
  Stories 1911–1964 of the Sherlock Holmes Canon. Ed. by L.R. King & L.S. Klinger. Ask some of the world’s greatest writers, regardless of genre, to be inspired by the stories of Arthur Conan Doyle, and the result is this collection of fourteen original, unexpected, and previously unpublished illustrations of Holmes and Watson, while others step away in time or place to describe characters and stories influenced by the Holmes world. 264 pages. Pegasus. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95  **$8.95**

- **THE SEA BEAST TAKES A LOVER**
  By Michael Andreassen. This collection of eleven stories explores family, fate, and longing through a kaleidoscope of surreal landscapes and spellbinding characters. 227 pages. Dutton. Pub. at $25.95  **$7.95**

- **THE PENQUIN BOOK OF JAPANESE SHORT STORIES**
  Ed. by Jay Rubin. From its modern origins in the nineteenth century to remarkable contemporary works, this collection of 34 stories is a celebration of the Japanese short story. 516 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00  **$12.95**

- **YOUR DUCK IS MY DUCK**
  By Deborah Eisenberg. Each of the six stories included here has the feel and complexity of a novel. With Eisenberg’s inexorable but utterly unpredictable logic and her almost uncanny ability to conjure the strange states of mind and emotion that define us, Eisenberg brings us through the lives of her characters. 226 pages. Ecoo. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99  **$9.95**

- **THE BEST NEW TRUE CRIME STORIES: Small Towns. By Miyo Scretcho. Fascinating murder stories, ordinary crime, and more from today’s finest international writers of true crime, crime fiction, and beyond. Discover how murders, shooting sprees, violent robberies, and bad things can and do happen in small towns all over the world. 250 pages. Mango. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95  **$13.95**

- **THE AWFUL BLACK MAN**
  By Walter Mosley. Collects several of Mosley’s best short stories, exploring the full range of his remarkable talent. Touching and contemplative, each of these unexpected stories offers the best of one of the most gifted writers. 328 pages. Grove. Pub. at $26.00  **$18.95**

- **THE TAKING OF THE PRESIDENT: Nineteen Stories of White House Noir**
  By Peter Carfèlles. Nineteen stories pull haunting tales from the bustling White House office, with a diverse group of renowned authors taking readers across the chasm of reality into an alternate universe. The stories may seem outlandish but when it comes to the White House, anything is possible. 306 pages. Three Rooms. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00  **$11.95**

- **LOCKDOWN: Stories of Crime, Terror, and Hope During a Pandemic**
  Ed. by N. Phillips & S. Wellelle. Cities and a country in lockdown. Some people panic, while some go to heroic lengths to save others and some use the chaos as an opportunity to engage in purest evil. Many of today’s finest writers explore how humanity reacts to the ultimate pandemic. This is an anthology for our time, showing how the worst crises can bring out the best in us. 263 pages. Polis Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95  **$12.95**

- **THERE IS ANOTHER THING**
  Stories of our time, showing how the worst crises can bring out the best in us. 263 pages. Polis Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95  **$12.95**

- **AESOP’S FABLES**
  A collection’s edition with gilded edges and ribbon markers, plus 2020 tales selected by the Curator of the British Library. This collection includes three hundred of the most popular of Aesop’s tales. Includes all the age-old favorites such as the wily fox, the vain peacock, the predatory cat and the steady tortoise. Features illustrations by Arthur Rackham, the leading decorative illustrator of the Edwardian period. 256 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99  **$11.95**

- **IRISH FAIRY TALES**
  Ed. by Jake Jackson. A collection of fairy stories from the rich tradition of Irish folklore, where the supernatural grew from the legends of the Celts, here are the magic stories of everyday folk seeking solutions to the challenges of the day. Flame Tree. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95  **$7.95**

- **POLYNESIAN ISLAND MYTHS**
  Ed. by Jake Jackson. The rich and fascinating myths of Polynesia are all the more extraordinary for the 200,000 years that elapsed between thousands of years and miles of voyages. Yet these stories also highlight the rich diversity among these island nations, with each developing its own distinct culture and mythology of gods and goddesses. 256 pages. Flame Tree. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99  **$7.95**

- **AZTEC MYTHS**
  Ed. by Jake Jackson. Aztec myths explained life and death by linking them to the earth, sky and sea in a grand cosmic scheme. This collection explores the history, customs, gods, calendars and tales, from the war god Huiztilopochtli to the supreme deity Tezcatlipoca; to the origin myth of the Four Suns. 256 pages. Flame Tree. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95  **$4.95**

- **NORSE FAIRY AND FOLK TALES**
  Compiled by James Shepherd. This collection of 27 stories offers a smorgasbord of giants, trolls, and clever and not so clever siblings, all conformable to a fairy tale, except for the tropes set earlier by the Brothers Grimm. 224 pages. Arcturus. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95  **$4.95**

- **HEROES & HEROINES MYTHS & TALES**
  Ed. by Catherine Taylor. This absorbing anthology gathers together the most iconic and entertaining tales of adventure from around the world. From Perseus the Gorgon Slayer of Greek myth, to Tintin in the snow by Hergé, and from the Norse saga fame, to the tragic tale of the Irish heroine Deirdre, these exciting stories vibrate with the heart and soul of ancient lore. 478 pages. Flame Tree. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95  **$4.95**

- **AFRICAN MYTHS & TALES**
  Ed. by Catherine Taylor. This collection of 27 stories offers a hefti cross-section of evocative tales from the Yoruba people of west Africa to the San people of southern Africa. Beautifully bound with copper foil stamping. 480 pages. Flame Tree. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00  **$9.95**

- **CONTROVERSIES IN THE DEATH OF THE DEAD**
  Ed. by Alain DeNoire. The author’s stories are both passionate and political, frequently funny, surreal, or slapstick, they also connect with readers on an emotional level, in some places by sidestepping the issue. These ten short stories in this collection include Our Byzantium; Skinny Dipping in the Lake of the Dead; If I Leap; The Fourth; The Centaur; Cutthroat; and more. 251 pages. Small Beer Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00  **$5.95**
More Fiction

3964965 WOLF’S EMPIRE: GLADIATOR By C. Christian & M.G. Buchanan. When her mother and brother are murdered, young noblewoman Accila Viridius cries out for vengeance. But the empire is being torn apart by a gallic war. Undeterred, Accila seizes privilege and glory as a common gladiator, and enters the deadly imperial arenas where she can face her enemies. 495 pages. Tor. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

4655843 THE SCENT KEEPER By Erica Bauermeister. A moving and evocative story about childhood tales, families lost and found, and how a fragrance conjures memories capable of shaping the course of our lives. 313 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

3996670 MRS. CLAUS AND THE SANTALAND SLAYINGS By Liz Ireland. Love is full of surprises, though few as few as when a cantankerous elf is killed shortly after publicly arguing with Nick. April sets out to uncover a villain with a killer plot. 390 pages. Morrow. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $4.95

3758885 A MERRY MURDER By Kate Kingsbury. As owner of the Pennyfoot Hotel, Cecily Sinclair Baxter is in high holiday spirits until disaster strikes. A man’s body has been found in the hotel laundry room. With Christmas right around the corner, it’s up to Cecily to prevent this holiday from turning out to be more fatal than festive. 201 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.00 $11.95

3996565 AMISH CHRISTMAS TWINS By Shelley Shepard Gray et al. Novelists. In these three heartwarming, faith-affirming stories, three Amish families face the joys, and challenges, of the holidays with triumph and grace. The Elm Creek Quilters offer to hold the event at Elm Creek Manor, but it may take a holiday miracle to make it happen. 492 pages. Anchor. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $11.95

3934810 THE CHRISTMAS BOUTIQUE By Jennifer Chiaverini. Just weeks before Christmas, severe wintry weather damages the church hall hosting the Christmas Boutique—an annual sale of handcrafted gifts and baked goods that annually attracts thousands of visitors. It’s up to her to make a miracle happen. 290 pages. Mira. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $9.95

378419 THE TESTAMENTS By Margaret Atwood. The sequel to The Handmaid’s Tale. Fifteen years later, the theocratic regime of the Republic of Gilead maintains its grip on power, but there are signs that it is beginning to rot from within. 492 pages. Anchor. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

4672625 THE COLLECTED NOVELS OF CHARLES WRIGHT Novels. Charles Wright’s remarkable, satirical New York City trilogy is as fresh and poignant now as when it was originally published from 1963 to 1973. The Messenger. The Word. And God Created Adam. By turns brutally funny and starkly real, these three classics create a memorable portrait of a young working-class intellectual from the Wonder Years. 387 pages. South. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $11.95

3920049 LEEUWEN’S JOURNEY: A LIFE IN PICTURES By J. Lanser. Based on the life of artist and naturalist,>Allison Moore is given a journal. Mounding pressures in her life, make Allison pour her fears and heartaches into the journal. But when the journal is discovered and new words fill in, Allison is forced to look at everything she knows about herself in a new light. 372 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

3987779 POWER FAILURE By Ben Bova. Dr. Jake Ross came to Washington to try to make a difference, but he’s learned the only way to get something done in Washington, assuming your ideals survive the corrosive atmosphere, is to gather power. Which is what Ross has done, riding in the wake of Senator Tomlinson. 366 pages. Tor. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

4653238 A COTSWOLD CHRISTMAS MYSTERY By Rebecca Tope. Christmas is coming to the Cotswolds, England, and the days are merry and bright at the Slocombe house. A local family somehow finds themselves at odds with their overbearing landlord, who is suddenly missing. Thea and stepdaughter Stephanie both feel they should help to investigate her disappearance. 261 pages. Bybusy. Pub. at $25.00 $17.95

4657969 FOE By lain Reid. Set in the near future, Junior and Henrietta live a comfortable, isolated life on their farm, far from the city lights, but in close quarters with each other. One day, a stranger from the city arrives with alarming news: Junior has been randomly selected from the farm—very far away, 261 pages. S&S. Pub at $25.99 $5.95

3865540 INVISIBLE By Travis Thrasher. Darren and Heather Turner share a passion for saving God’s lost children. In 2041, David and his young daughter flee from a dystopian future America, the White House is besieged by conspiracy theories and accusations of incompetence. Worried he’s been misled, the president turns to political fixers Peter Rena and Randi Brooks to find the truth. 356 pages. Eco. Pub. at $27.99 $5.95

3994007 THE END OF THE OCEAN By Maya Lunde. In 2017, 73-year-old Signe sets off on a harrowing journey to a sailboat. On board, a cargo that can change lives. In 2041, David and his young daughter flee from a dystopian future America, the White House is besieged by conspiracy theories and accusations of incompetence. Worried he’s been misled, the president turns to political fixers Peter Rena and Randi Brooks to find the truth. 167 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $33.95

LIMITED EDITION 4649931 A FAITHFUL GATHERING By Leslie Gould. LARGE PRINT EDITION. In this bold narrative, the four apostles bring the truth of the gospel to the people of the Pacific Northwest. It’s the story of Resolve, home to generations of Finfarran residents. By Felicity Hayes-McCoy. Eager to cheer for her adopted foreign neighbor Scrooge, thinks he can make a comeback with the neighborhood. 167 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $33.95

4650026 ISAIAH’S DAUGHTER By Mesu Andrews. LARGE PRINT EDITION. In this epic Biblical narrative, three women who are servants of The Bible, the stories of the women of the Bible, and their lives, are vividly portrayed. 712 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95


3756639绞 3756639绞

4675636 A DOG’S PROMISE By W. Bruce Cameron. The continuing story of Bailey, the good dog whose journey started in A Dog’s Purpose. This time, Bailey is joined by Lacey, another very special dog, who helps Bailey fulfill his promise over the course of several lives. 384 pages. Forge. Pub. at $26.99 $9.95

3941310 A DOG’S PROMISE By W. Bruce Cameron. The continuing story of Bailey, the good dog whose journey started in A Dog’s Purpose. This time, Bailey is joined by Lacey, another very special dog, who helps Bailey fulfill his promise over the course of several lives. 383 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

3817571 A DOG’S JOURNEY By W. Bruce Cameron. Sequel to A Dog’s Purpose. Buddy is a good dog. As he watches over baby Clarify he is certain this little girl is very much in need of a dog of her own. When Buddy is reborn, he’s overjoyed to be adopted by the troubled teenage robot girl. But when they get separated, Buddy worries who will take care of his girl? 336 pages. Forge. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95

467538X THE PENGUIN BOOK OF CHRISTMAS STORIES ed. by Jessica Harrison. A collection of 32 of the most magical, moving, chilling and surprising Christmas stories from around the world, taking us from frozen Nordic woods to glittering Paris, from New York speakeasy to an English country house, bustling Lagos to midnight mass in Rio, and even outer space... 272 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $25.00 $17.95

4661907 THE TRANSATLANTIC BOOK CLUB By Cindy Hasey-McCoy. Eager to cheer for her adopted foreign neighbor Scrooge, thinks he can make a comeback with the neighborhood. 290 pages. Mira. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $9.95

4650571 A PERFECT CORNHISH CHRISTMAS By Philippa Ashley. After last Christmas revealed a shocking family secret, Connie is determined to make this year in Cornwall. All she wants this Christmas is to know who her real father is. But everything will come to a head in the little Cornish town of Porthmellow, at their Christmas festival. 387 pages. Avon. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

3799072 A MURDEROUS TANGLE By Sally Goldubman. Birdie, Neff, Cass and Izzy are monitoring a holiday gathering in Sea Harbor, Massachusetts. But as murder makes waves in their tightly knit coastal village, the Seaside Knotters will attempt to prevent a deadly trend from catching on. 306 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $26.00 $18.95

3948315 SUNRISE ON THE BATTERY By Beth Webb Hart. While her husband Jackson compañero, Pub. at $19.95 $9.95 they worked so hard for crowds around them. Mary Lynn wonders if their marriage can survive. Or if perhaps there really is a more abundant life that he has discovered after his Damascus Road experience, richer than any she’s ever dreamed of. 294 pages. Thomas Nelson. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 $4.95

397984X ON THE MOUNTAIN OF THE LORD By R. Bentley & B. Thoene. Devastated by the loss of his new life, after a user-friendly religious event, young professor Jack Garrison abandons his faith and loses himself in his work—the study of Middle Eastern history. 614 pages. Center Point. Pub. at $36.95 $5.95

3756676 DEATH OF A NEIGHBORHOOD SCROOGE By Laura Levine. Scotty Parker, a former child star and current neighborhood Scrooge, thinks he can make a comeback with the screenplay he’s writing. But when Scotty is bludgeoned with a frozen chocolate yule log, the police have a long list of suspects—including Jaine. Sure she’s been under stress, but she’s not guilty of murder! Now she just has to prove it. 32$7 pages. Kensington. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $3.95
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